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Senate co~ion to fight ~ 1 I l
SCSU will offer a
chance to hear racism
• ¢testimonies next week ,
by Christine Laite;
STAFF WRITER

Student Government recently created a

Senate Commission On Racism in response to
student requests to learn the truth about
racismissues.
Students, faculty, staff and administration
have the opportunity to offer their testimonies
to the public beginning next week in the
Atwood Memorial Cen~r Brickyard.

.The purpose of the commission is to serve
as a fact•finding mission and to gain the
understanding of racism issues, said Student
Government Public Relations Chairman

Christian Rothe.
The process will begin with stUdent

testimonies on Monday and Thursday.
Faculty, staff and administration follow on

April 27. A finaJ t~timony, as needed, takes
place on April 28. AU testimonies begin at
4:30p.m.
'"The fonnat is as follows: individuals will
be called forth by the commission, they will
have five minutes to speak on their behalf,
queStions will be asked through a moderator
and questions can be passed forward to the
moderator from anyone in the audience,"
Rothe said.
The format allows for information to be
presented in public forum fashion. Anyone in
the audience is allowed to ask questions of
the person testifying. Inappropriate questions
will not be allowed.
"There is always the possibility something

could go . wrong," Rothe said. "With the
format we would be ;i,ble to control any
situation that arises. If violence should occur,
we have lost the ·
purpose
of
the
commission."
· Students who want
to share experiences
have been asking
Student Government to
act since fall quarter,
but it has not felt ready
until now.
"We had · 10 go
·
through education on
CHRISTIAN
~!;~~it~'~eues•~:~
ROTIIE
ready to confront something as huge as this
issue."
Accord\ng to senior Marvin Lyman,

Student Coalition Against Racism initially .
proposed to have an independent
investigative team to find out how and where
racism exists at SCSU.
Lyman does not feel Student Government
has the power it needs to implement any real
changes, but said the process cannot cause
any real hann.
"It's not exactly what we wanted,'' Lyman
said. ''But given the options, it'S the best thing
out there to put pressure on the administration
to deal with thC~ problem of racism and to
uflcover how it operates at this particular
institution, but various people did not think
that was the route to go."
•
Rothe said there are limitations of what
the commission can do, but the No. l- benefit
is to find out the facts.
'There's been a lot of rumors and
innuendoes,'' Rothe said. -

scsu student

SURROUNDED BY PLANT LIFE, STIJDENTS STIJDY BOI'ANY

dies during .
~ holiday

Kristine WhiJe!SrAFF PHaroGRAPHER

Senior greenhouse worker Josh Richardson shows a cyprus plant to sophomore Nate Pederson Wednesday aflemoon
in SCSU's greenhouse. Richardson has beeJi busy preparing tor the upcoming plant sale.

I

SophomOre Troy Eidem died early
Sa!_Urday--moi:ning due to injuries from a single _
car accident in .Minnetonka.-.,. ......,_
The Minnetonka police received a reJX)rt of
a J)lotor vehicle personal injuiy accident at
I :44 a.m. at the intersection of Highland Road
and Highland Lawns Court in Minnetonka.
. Four people, including Eidem, were in the.
car when it hit 3: tree at an apparent high rate of
speed. Paul Raymond Cunningham, a student
at St. John's University, was pronounced dead .
at the scene. It has not yet been determined
who was driving ·at the time of the accident.
Eidem and the two passengers who
survived the accident, were transported from
the scene to Methodist Hospital in St. Louis
Park. Eidem was in criticaJ condition at that
time,
Eidem died al 6: 14 a.m. at Methodist
Hospital. Multiple blunt force injuries were
listed as the cause of death for both Eidem and
Cunningham.
The two other passengers were treated at
Methodist Hospital and released.
The Minnetonka Police Department, the
Hennepin County Sheriff's Department and
the Hennepin County Medical Examiner's
Office are continuing to investigate the
accident

legislation passes bill; SC:SU benefits
by Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS EDITOR

The 1997-98 Minnesota legislative session
came to a close Saturday morning and SCSU
should benefit from the decisions that were
ma(le.
.
Rep. Joe Opatz, D-Dist. 16A, said Gov.
Arne Carlson has indicated he will not veto the
bonding bill. Carlson has 14 days after a bill is
passed to sign or veto it. ·
The largest appropriation in the bonding
bill is $6.1 million for the building of a Central
Minnesota Events Center. He said this will

aJlow the _center to move forward in its plan
and design work.
·The next step in the process is St. Cloud,
Waite Park, : Saitell, St. Joseph and Sauk
Rapids need to get voter approval for up to a
0.5 percent sales tax. This will take place either
thisfaJlornext.
'"They might not have all of their ducks in a
row,'' Opatz said. ''Each city wants the chance
to let its voters know what is happening."
.The original proposal for the center was
$25 million from the state"Of Minnesota and
the five cities WOu!d raise the remaining $25
million. The events center would house a

•

number _of SCSU events and coffimencement
ceremonies.
The item Opatz said he is most excited
about is $1.4 million appropriated for the
extension of the Beaver Island Trail System.
The trail would be extended from its present
entrance near the University Bridge, south of
campus, io the St. Cloud Hospital, north of
downtOwn. It Would run alongside the
Mississippi River behind a !lumber of
university buildings,

Go TO LEGISLATURE, PAGE 6 •

MANDY JACKSON

Huskies sign fhe pla~ers
Head Coach Kevin Schlagel has
signed five new recruits for next

~,:::;;;::;s~
men's basketball
,program.
The Huskies look to
fulfill the vacancy of '
senior center Jon
Hinzman. Hinzman averaged 22.3
pain~ per game and was named North
Central Player of the year.
See story, Page 12
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freshman and the Phi Kappa Tau philanthropy
chainnan. He can be reached at 255-2309.

Campus groups hold
benefit to raise funds
for research, retreat Mathematics
department tests
. Delta Phi Epsilon sorority and Phi
Kappa Tau fraternity will be holding a announced
Seesaw-A-Thon from noon Monday to noon
April 23.
• (·
.
summer and fall

for

'This annual event is intended as a charity
benefit. Sorority and fraternity members take
shifts on the seesaw and work on earning their
pledges and donations. It is "also an event

The mathematics department will be
holding assessment testing ·to determine·
placement for summer and fall classes.
Students interested in taking Math 130;
131 and 133 during the summer should take
the test.
Also, students intending to take fall
semester classes in the math department
should test at this time. This applies to
students interested. in Math 070, 072, 111,
I 12, I 13, 115, 193, 196,211 and 22J.

which involve~ the · campus and the
community.
PJ:oceeds will be donated to _help Cystic
Fibrosis and to benefit the Whole in the Wall
Gang, which is a retreat for terminally ill
children.
Those interested in participating should
contact Jay Brinkman. Brinkman is a

FRIDAY
Volunteers needed
SCSU, the Mille Lacs Band
of Ojibwe and the Minnesota
Department of Natural
Resources - Parks and
Recreation are looking for
people to help-explore the
area south of Lake Mille
Lacs. Jobs will include
systematic sudace survey,
site documentation, artifact
collection and analysis and
vegetation and terrain
mapping. More information
and applications are
available in Stewart Hall 206
or by contacting professor
Richard Rothaus at 255·
2985. Academic credit is
available upon request.

Stillwater inmate
linked to five local
murders from 1978

Grand Forks
Heraldwins
Pulitzer Prize

for

flood coverage '
The Pulitzer Prize Board gave
out several prestigious journalism
awards Tuesday for the year's top
reporting and writing.
These annual awards honor
newspapers of all shapes, sizes and
flavors · as well as outstanding
fiction and drama.
The Grand Forks Herald of
Grand Forks, N.D., received the
award for public service jouf!lalism
after its continuous and complete
coverage of the floods which
devastated that region. ·
The Grand Forks Herald kept

publishing a paper despite damage
to the paper's offices after it was
swamped by the flood waters of the
Red River last spring. Later, the
newspaper offices were destroyed
by fire.
The New York Times was
awarded Pulitzers for beat
reJX)rting, criticism and excellence
in international reJX)rting.
1be lbs.Angeles Times received
the breaking news award as well as
funher recognition with an award
for feature photography.
Arts awards for fiction and
drama were announced and
awarded as well.
Author Philip Roth won the
fiction prize for "American
Pastoral."
The drama prize went to Paula ·
Vogel for "How I Learned to
Drive."

A little taste of Japan will
be ih the Atwood Ballroom
starting at 6 p.m. Students

cost $6, faculty costs $7, the
public is $8 and children .12
and untjer are $4.

Christian Dance Party
lntervarsity Christian
Fellowship and Campus
Crusade for Christ will
present.a Christian Dance
Party starting at 9 p.m. in the
Quarry at Atwood Memorial
Center. There is no charge
for the event.
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called her ''the most hunted person
of the modem age."
Diana was killed in a car crash
in Paris with her boyfriend, Dodi
Fayed last August._.

Princess
Diana's
brother
announced her body would be
buried in an unmarked grave on the
family's estate.
Earl Spencer said the family
Most major iuto insurers have
would know the location of Diana's cut premiums for drivers, and.rates
grave, however, the gCneral public will more than likely keep falling or
would not know this information.
remain the same for the next few
Spencer said he was concerned years, according to the New York
with security issues and that is why Times.
Diana was not laid to rest beside her
This is insurers' response to
ancestors in the family crypt.
pressure
from
competitors,
Spencer's attack of the media at regulators and consumer advocates.
Diana's funeral brought attention to · Most recent reductions are
him following he.r death last modest, the Insurance Information
August.
Institute, an industry group, expect
At her memorial service, he rates to fall one percent this year.

Car insurance
rates drop
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To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Princess Diana
to be placed in
unmarked grave
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SATURDAY ·
Japan night

News..

children were murdered. The family members
killed were Patti Huling, 12, Susan Huling,
I6, and Wayne Huling, l3. ' ·
According to recent evidence, Tore may
be involved with these murders. He is on trial
for $e 1979 murder of Marlys Wohlenhaus of
Afton, Minn.
Part of the Wohlenhaus case .involves
attempting to prove Ture committed a dozen
other rapes and murders in the area.
Ture is serving a life sentence for the 1980
kidnapping, rape and murder of Diane
Edwards, 19, of St. Paul. He is also thought to
have killed Joan Bierschbach of Melrose in
1979.
Ture allegedly preyt;t:1 on young women
such as waitresses in restaurants between
. 1978 and 1980.
In. an interview with CBS's "48 Hours," _
Joseph Donald Tore, Jr., 46, may be
· resJX)nsible for several local crimes which Tqre denied being connected with the Huling
remain unsolved.
and Bierschbach killings as well as the
In 1978, Alice Huling and three of her four Wohl~nhaus murder.

STATE, NATION & WoRID BRIEFS

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

Toe

Math Assessment Testing dates
include April '24 at 3 p.m., April 28 at 9 am.,
May I at 4 p.m., May 6 at 11 a.m., May 8 at
3 p.m., May 13 at 11 a.m. and May I9 at
noon.
All tests are given in the Engineering and
Computing Center, room 110. Those testing
should arrive five minutes before the tests
begin and bring a photo ID.
For more infonnation, contact Janis
Cimperman at 255-2026.

rhe

center would feature

~~~~~~oo:;;:~:.~~
said rather than having a Native
American Week, the cultural
exploration would go all year long.
He said the center would play a
role in building · a stronger Native
American community.
The idea for the center came from
a report by Steve Crow, a professor
and Cherokee Indian. The center was
free and open to the public.
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Campus sexual
Skydiver tells tale of sw:vival assaults
decline
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

Falling through the air at tsp
mph sounds terrifying to some

people and wonderful to others. To
Dana Bowman, it was otily the
beginning.
Bowman spoke Wednesday
night in the Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium.
He is a double amputee who has
stunned doctors, military officers
and audiences with his recovery
from a-,potentially fatal parachuting

;:~~:tion'SHt: gr~~; raJ;~::
from elementary schools to college

students.
Bowman enlisted in the anny in
1981. He started as a ccimbat
engineer and worked with heavy
equipment . and helped build

runways around the country. After
deciding
he
wanted
more
excitement, he joined the 82nd
Airborne _Division.
From there he went on to the
Special Forces and joined the

Golden Knights Parachute Team.
On Feb. 6, 1994, Bowman and
another membcr of the Golden
Knights were attempting a
maneuver called the diamond trap.
Each diver propels himself away
from the other as they jump out of
the plane and then come back
together to cross and form a
diamond.
Each partner was sailing
through the air at about 150 mph
when the collision occurred. Both
of Bowman's legs were severed in
the accident when his partner's arm
- hit them.
"We knew we were going to
collide and there was nothing we
could do," he said. "Up there you
are going too fast to just tum.
"All you can do is stick your
head down and pray and I didn't
have time to do that," he said.

His partner probably saved hiqt,
Bowman s.aid, because the impact
released Bowman's parachute,
which was not automatic. His
partner did have an automatic
shoot, and it opened as well.
Bowman landed in a parking lot,
unconscious. His partner landed in
a tree. Although there were
numerous attempts to try to save
him, Bowman's partner was
pronounced dead six hours later.
'They didn't think I was going
to live," he said. 'They thought Jose
[Bowman's partner] would because
he was intact. I was missing both of
my leg$."
Bowman was unconscious for
two days, and when he woke up he··
could not remember the accident or
what had happened. Eventually, his
fellow jumpers told him his best
friend and diving partner had
died.
"I lost my best friend, I lost m)'
legs, I lost· the job I was going to
have forever," Bowman said. "I had
gotten married three months before
the accident, and my wife lefl me. It
got bad."
Even through the tragedy of his
story, Bowman never felt bitterness,
depression or self-pity, he said.
Bowman said his military
training helped him focus on
coming back. He took rehabilitatiOJ.l
as another job he had to do.
Within six days of being
admitted to Walter Reed Anny
Medical Center in Wast}ington,
D.C., Bowman was off ~rutches, on
prostQetic legs and walking again.
"I had to get up, I had to
continue. I waso't ready to give up."
Five months later, Bowman
jumped out of a plane again. He
Sara Kirk/STAFF PHClTVGRAPHER
then re-enlisted in the army - as the
Dana Bowman, inspirational speaker, presented his challenges
first double amputee 10 ever do so.
This is only one of many honors Wednesday evening in Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium.
Bowman has achieved since his University of North Dakota and is
He plans to become the first
accident.
working toward his degree in double amputee to fly a commercial
He is now going to school at the Commercial Aviation.
aircraft.

'Sex'-less forum to fight discrimination
Forum to address sex in
advertising, alternatives
for writers and displays
by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

Most people have heard the phrase, "sex
sells." Advertising sometimes uses sexual
images to sell products.
"Can It Sell Without Sex?'' is the topic of the
mass communication department's 24th annual
First Amendment Forum. The event will be from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Friday in the Atwood
Little Theatre.
'The program will offer criticism, historical
perspective, helpful hints In writing, and
displaying advertising messages and ethical
suggestions for advertising practitioners to avoid
this fonn of sexism," said Michael Vadnie, mass
, communications
professor
and
forum
coordinator.
The forum will fea1ure discussions,
speakers.and a moderator-led panel to develop
non-gender bias strategies for advertising
professionals. Topics being discussed will be: an
analysis of history gender exploitation in
advertising; current trends in print and
broadcasting advertising; ideas for effective
advertising campaign messages and the future of
advertising regarding gender sensitivity.
To start the day-long event, from 9: 15 a.m. to
10:45 a.m., Vickie Rutledge Shields, professor of
women's studies and telecommunications at
Bowling Green State University, Ohio will

deliver the keynote address, "Do You Need Sex
Card said planning the event is a year-long
to Sell? Understanding Advertising As We Race process.
Toward the Millennium."
'The forum is open to all majors. "We
From 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. an expert encourage students majoring in women's studies,
workshop, "Effective Ad Messages from art and all sequences in mass communications to
Concept to Campaign" will be presented by Dan come," Card said.
Haag, freelance creative writer and Carol
She aJso said the forum is not exclusive to
Henderson, freelance art director.
women.
Through commentary and examples they will
'This is an issue that affects all of us, men and
trace advertising strategies from the concept to women," Card said.
the finished product.
According to Tiberghien the media is the
At I :30 p.m. a town
most
influential
meeting,
"Ethical
institution in the world.
Suggestions to Avoid
She said the media
Sexism in Advertising"
creates manipulations of
will be facilitated by
what people should be.
Laura C. Kuhn, director
"The
media,
of public relations and
advertising in particular,
outreach for Media
has created negative
Action Alliance. Kuhn
feminine stereotypical
will draw on professional
images.
They
can
experience in advertising
uncreate them in the same
Gretchen Tiberghien
and marketing. She will
way they created them,"
provide
a
critical
Tiberghien said.
SCSU PROFESSOR OF MASS
She said advertising
overview of gender
COMMUNICATIONS
exploitation
·in_, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
agencies need to change
advertising.
their campaigns because
Rutledge Shields will assist with commentary their target audiences are women.
and Vadnie will serve as a moderator.
"Women are not stupid,'' Tiberghicn said.
An informal, off-campus reception, "All 's "Women are not just boobs, legs and body parts.
Well That Ends Well," will close the foruq1, from Women are educated. Women are intellectuals.
4 p.m. to 6 p.m. The reception will be hosted at
"Women are contributing members of
Legends in the St. Cloud Holiday Inn.
society. In all aspects from parenthood 10 being a
The First Amendment Forum .Committee is secretary, to being a CEO."
comprised of Vadnie, mass communications
Students interested in attending can be active
professors - Gretchen Tiberghien and Robert participants in the event.
McDonnell
and
student
coordinator,
"Students' questions and input are welcome
during open mic sessions," Vadnie said.
Dana Card.

Women are not just
boobs, legs and body
parts.

nearly by half
siru;e1995/96
Sexual assault is always
something tQ. be concerned about.
However, records indicate there has
been a drop in the number of
reports in the last few years. .
There were 16 sexual assaults
reported in the 1997/98 academic
year. This number shows a
significant decline from the .28
reported in the 1995/96 academic
year. Winter quarter there were
three assaults reported. Two of
these occurred on campus.
Of the 16 assaults this year, 13
were acquaintance assaults. As
many as seven cases involved drugs
or alcohol. Also, seven of these
occurred on campus.
Lee La Due, coordinator of
Sexual Assault Services, is looking
on the optimistic side regarding the
decline in reports. She believes
much ofit is due to the efforts of the
university in a number of ways. ,
She said education is partially
responsible because it does not
tolerate any kind of assault.
"In general we do a lot of
education efforts," La Due said.
She said she believes the new
student required courses on sexual
assault and harassment have helped
in this decline.
University Public Safety also
works with the Women's Center in
dealing with.these reports.
Miles Heckendom, director of
UPS, also believes this decline has
been because of education and
communication.
"We hope it is a two.-fold
situation,'' Hcckendom said. "We
hope the actuaJ number of instances
are decreasing, and we hope they
are educating."
He said UPS is not the agency
where people make the initial
reports, but it is there to help.
Heckendom hopes more people
are reporting so there will be more
realistic numbers.
"We want any victim 10 be in
control and make decisions in
which they can support," he said.
Students and faculty need to be
aware the poteniial for sexual
assault exists at any time. April is
NationaJ Sexual Assault Awareness
Month.
Don McPherson will be on
campus speaking on gender
violence and how students can do
their part in violence prevention.
Mcpherson is a retired NFL
player and works with the
organization Sports and Society.
He will give a public
presentation
at
7:30
p.m.
Wednesday in the Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium. He will also be
speaking to athletic teams,
fraternities and sororities on this
topic.
With the wanner weather, an
increase of incidents may occur. If
an instance should occur, contact
the St.. Cloud Police Department at
911 or 251-1200, or call UPS at
255-4357 immediately.
Staff and faculty are also urged
to contact the Women's Center with
any information
th~y have
concerning an assault.
The viclrm's name is not
recorded in the report and,
confidentiality is maintained.
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Sculptor rede:fmes oppression, disability
The art of sculptor Helene

"It was just 'in me,"' she
explained. "It wasn't an aware
experience."

Oppenheimer is on display in the
Atwood Ballroom display cases.
Oppenheimer is the winner of..J.997
Arts Access Award for most visible

Oppenheimer's
exhibit,
"American Sign Language in
Cla)'," includes several different
sculptures of African American,

by Lisa Goulet

and most active in Minnesota, and · full-bodied women combined with
the recipient of Best of Show and
People's Choice Awards at the
International Art Show by Artists
with Disabilities.

American Sign ' Language. The
sculptures addreSS several different
issues of oppression, including
racism, sexism and pi-ejudice

Oppenheimer came to the U.S. · against those with disabilities. .

beginnings. They are so beautiful
and inspiring."
The sculptor explained that all
of her pieces are women because it
only seemed naturaJ that clay be
sculpted into women. ''. Clay is the
earth, the mother. It just seems to
me that clay is woman. Women
have curves, just as the earth has •
mountains."
One women's issue addressed
by Oppenheimer in her exhibit is
cancer. Her sculpture, "Warrior
Women," winner of the People's
Choice and Best of Show awards,
was inspired
by
the
suffering
breast cancer
causes.

from Gennany at age seven as a .
She addresses these issaes in her
foster child. She returned to art because of the compassion she
Gennany wtien she was 14 to feels
for
·
attend , high school and the those who
are
University of Hefdd&rg.
She returned to the U.S. in 1974 oppressed
and taught high school art, Gennan or hurting.
"I've
She
and English for 18 years. After her
incorporates
accident in 1990, Oppenheimer had a very
her
life Helene Oppenheimer's sculpture exhibtt is displayed in Atwood
became pennanently disabled. She hard life.
experience
struggled with chronic back pain I've been
Memorial Center display cases. "American Sign Language in
and
due to six herniated disks, spinal abused,
Clay" will show through May 15.
kidnapped,
emotions
arthritis and Fybromyalgia.
Helene Oppenheimer
.into
.e ach California in 1990, and the two through her art.
Oppenheimer
experienced tortured
SCULPTOR
piece. "My • became close frierlds. They adopted
''I was -a language teacher, so it's
depression and fo.und it difficult to and
sister
has each other as brother and sister a only natural that I now sculpt a
disabled. I
stay positive.
"I didn't know you could have a know what suffering is like, so I uterine cancer, and my best friend year later, as they were both visual language. Sculpting is an
educational art, and I want to
life after you were disabled," have empathy for people who are has ovarian cancer. While I was estranged from their families.
"We became very close because educate people about accepting
Oppenheimer said. ~'I had to down-trodden and oppressed. Art is sculpting 'Warrior Women,' it was
who
are
different,"
a gift for me, and I want to serve it. like I was reliving those we depended on each other," she those
redefine who I was."
One of Oppenheimer's friends, I feel responsible toward those who experiences. There were a lot of said. "China is a very big, strong Oppenheimer said.
tears in that piece."
man and I have incredible hearing. ·
The most important lesson
who is an artist and art teacher, are suffering."
Oppenheimer sculpts African
Another aspect of the sculptor's I was his ears and he was my back. Oppenheimer hopes to teach
visited her often after her accidents.
"Susan would come over and American women because she feels pieces is American Sign Language, Meeting this man was a very viewers of her artwork is that
"differences are ·good, and they are
make clay whistles," she said. "One a connection to them. As a Jew in the third most-commonly-used profound experience for me."
she
experienced language by Americans and second
The artist believes there is a to be celebrated."
day, she gave me a chunk of clay, Gennany,
"American Sign Language in
and the first thing I made was an oppression Similar to what African most-commonly-used language in strong correlation between her
American women experienced in Minnesota. She uses this language previous teaching career and Clay" will be on display until May
abundant-bodied woman."
Whereas most people start out America. She said Jews are the · in her art to increase awareness of teaching about ASL through her 15 in the Atwood Memorial Center.
the deaf culture.
sculptures. When she was first
sculpting ashtrays or vases, people of color in Europe.
Inspired by a deaf African disabled, the most difficult obstacle ,Viewers of the exhibit are invited
"I've always sculpted goddesses
Oppenheimer found sculpting
to contact Oppenheimer ·by
natural and created an advanced or ethnic women," she said. American man, Oppenheimer to Overcome was being unable to calling 612-578-7649, or by e"African
American
women incorporates ASL into her work. teach. She overcame this by mail at as1inclay@hotmail.com.
pie.ce of art on her first try.
symbolize early women, roots or She met Harold "China" Foster in realizing she could teach others

I've always sculpted
goddesses or ethnic
women.

Our computers-pull
all-nighters, every night

We'll Pay You
To Have Exciting
Weekends.

Don't stress over the 8 1.m. deadline. At Kinko's, you can conduct

research for your term pa~r using Internet access or add finishing
touches, like color, to your project, using one of our many

..,

computer workstat_ions.

Five FREE

Color Laser Prints
Re,;e.,.,uptofivefR[[8 2 x11 lellerslle
, ngle ,ided T~kt,on,x color Laser pnnts.

Rent ONE hour, get ONE hour

FREE Computer Rental

Rentonehourandgetoee hour FRH up to one hour free
per customer at p;irtiopating location, onl1 Subject to
ava,lablit,/. lnc(udes Maontosh and IBM ,elf ser,e or
deS19nworkrtations.

',

The Army Reserve will give you weekend excitement like
you've never had Qefore, and you can earn more than $18,000
while you're enjoying yourself during a standard enlistment.
Think about it. On a part-time basis, usually one weekend
a month plus two weeks' Annual Training, you could earn
good pay, have a good time, make good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get money
for education.
You1lalso begettinghandS-<Jn training in a skill thatwill
lastyoualifetime.
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting.
Are you interested?
Think about it. Then thinkaboutus. Then call:

252-2212 in St, Cloud

or visit on the Web
BE ALL YOU CAM BE:

ARMY RESERVE
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Advising key to semesters at Moorhead," SCSU
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

While everyone at SCSU prepares for the
uJ)COming change to semesters. Moorhead
State University has spent the past year and a
half getting used to the same change. .
MSU was the first of the state universities
in the . Minnesota State Colleges .and
Universities system to make the change from
quarters to semesters~ It began usirig the
semester system in fall 1995.
John Tandberg, MSU registrar, said
students were inforined about the semester
conversion by "every way we could think
of."

,,.

"We first u;ied - to think of all the
questions," Tan'aberg said. "We tried to deal
with every question and wrote answers to
them." 1be answers to those questions were
published in various publications, including
mailings.
SCSU has distributed two flyers in a
question and answer format in the Learning
Resources Center and the residence halls, and

·

SCSU also had open forums with
administrators for answering questions in the
residence halls and in Kimberly. A. Ritsche
Auditorium.
"I can't say how important it is to see an·
adviser," Holder said. She 'agreed students
should see their major adviser for questions
relating specifically to their major.
·Other means of support for MSU were the
surrounding universities - Concordia College
and North Dakota State University. ·
Tandberg said the
area around. MSU is a
tight-knit educational
community, and MSU
was able to receive
S\!.pport from the other
two universities in the
area because they had
recently converted to
semesters.
'There wasn't a lot
of fear," Tandberg
said.
.

malldatory because the legista"iure decided
the conversion was needed.
. The conve~ion brings _all of the state
J.miversities' calendars in line.
SCSU students are curious about many of
the same issues, besides wanting to know
why the semester conversion has to happen.
Tandberg said students at MSU wanted to
know what Would happen to their GPA and
their credits, and also if it would take more
time for them to graduate.
'There is always
more than one right
way to do something,"
Tandberg said. For
example, he said

We tried to_deal with
every question and
wrote answers to
them.

~1~:W~:~7n ;::~

sequence who might
miss out on a class that
was cut in the
conversion process.
A benefit from the
semester conversion
John Tandberg
Communication
process at MSU W<\S
REGISTRAR, MOORHEAD STATE
also published informational advertisements between students and
that the . curriculum
in the University Chronicle.
faculty proved to be
was examined in a
LiNIVEcRSrTY
Infonnation about semester conversion the best way to inform
way that it would not
has also been posted on the SCSU web site. , students about the .
had otherwise been
Lin Holder, associate vice president of coming changes at MSU, Tandberg said.
looked at, Tandberg said. Although he said,
Academic Affairs, said brochures on
"For a time •the whole institution there is still some fine-tuning that needs to be
semester conversion had to be reprinted three was thinking about the same problem," he done.
times because of interest on the subject.
said.
Holder said she has only seen two cases so
One publication useful at MSU was a list
Students at MSU were mosf concerned far where students won't come out ahead
sent to all major advisers separating general about what was going to happen to ~em when their credits are converted. She said
and major credits in alphanumerical order, when the university switched to semesters. Academic Affairs is working with the
Tandberg said. The list converted quarter to Holder said students at SCSU have been students and their departments.
·
semester credits.
'The communication is the biggest deal.
feeling the same way.
Also, donnitories at MSU were visited for .
"Students are always reluctant 10 see All parties should discuss the change,"
infonnational sessions. Though Tandberg change while they're here," Holder said. She Tandberg said.
said campus-wide questions were easier to said many students have wanted to know why
MSU did not provide any additional
answer, individual departments were better the· conversion had to be made, implying, advisers for dealing with the semester
places for answering specific and individual "Why are you doing this to me?" Holder said conversion process, Tandberg said. SCSU has
questions.
students are reminded that the change is set up an advising center staffed by faculty to

helP answer individual questions. ·However,
Tandberg explained MSU has only 6,500
students whi le SCSU has 14,000. •
Students have told Holder the new
advising ce~ter has been a great help. She
said the center has seen hundreds of students
though she would like for there lo be 3,000 or
4,000 more visiting the center.
According to Holder,. about I0,000
S:~ dents will go throu~h
convers~on. She
said 5,000 are undecided on a maJor, and
5,000 others are decided but still haven't done
the paperwork.
Students" have been finding out they are
coming out ahead under semesters with their
credits, Holder said. She said students must

t1f

~~ 11!:ks~:

~ i:t;!i·! :x," Holder
said. She explained students niay have five
classes in one tenn, but they will have more
time to do the work.
Tandberg assures that life will seem easier
under semesters. There will be more time to
spend on subjects, more time to do reading,
and one less time per year to register for
classes and pay tuition, which he said has
been a major ~nefit to semesters.
'There's less stuff that gets in the way of
teaching and learning," Tandberg said.
One of the downsides of semesters is that
there is less time for specialty classes though
there is more time to get in depth in a subject,
both Tandberg and Holder said.
Holder has taught under both semesters
and quarters and said she prefers semeslers
becau_se assignments cou ld be given more
time and students have more time to think
about the subject. She said under quarters,
students often don't know enough about the
topic by the time of finals.
Tandberg said about the beginning of
semesters at MSU, 'The amazing thing was
how little concern there was once things got
rolling. It's just how it's d~ne now."
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Drama spices up Chic~no Hist~ry Month
PHOTO AN□

sT□RY

by Julia Peterson

D

.

_ASSOCIATE EDITOR

1'.os1ta 1s angry. .
She feels pressured to sell her restaurant in
the barrio of Sal Si Puetfes to developers who
want to build a shopping mall.
"Lo siento very much, I'm closed," she
tells the audience Tuesday night • in the

. Atwood Little Theatre.
"Rosita's JaJapcfio Kitchen" is a qnewoman play brought to SCSU by Teatro
Latino de Minnesota, a Twin Cities-based
group that has been perfoffiling for 17 years.
It was one of the events for Chlcano
History Month, sponsored by Movimiento
Chicano de Aztliin, Minority Student
Programs and the Cultural Diversity

Committee.
Joy Chavarria, a Latina aclress from south
Minneapolis, plays the feisty Rosita. She has
been acting in the Twin Cities area for more
than 25 years.
Rosita seems to feel at the beginning of
the play she must sell the restaurant.

"Eventually the ca_brones wore me down,"
she said.
·
Then, while the chili, tortillas and cafeta
are wanning, she tells her stories .o f the
people in the barrio who have supported her
business.
She says she criticizes her friend Panfila
who moved from Sal Si Puedes to a suburb
with a mostly white P9pulation. Panfila 'Yas
under the impression living in the suburbs
needed to be her goal, citing cleaner air, more
room, higher social status. However, these
things are traded for her culture.
'They don't like us in gavacholandia,"
Rosita said.
Sudd~nly, Panfila stops cooking Mexican
food, and her daughter Lupita is starved for
menudo, enchiladas and salsa So, Rosita's
Kitchen provides her solace from her new
environment.
But everything changes almost back to
nonnal after the disastrous wedding of Lupita
to Rosita's son Jesus, where Lupita gives
birth to Panfila and Rosita's.grandchild.
Suddenly Panfila hungers for Mexican
food again, and . realizes she cannot hide
herself anymore.
Rosita also tells the story of her neighbor
Tencho, an old man who grows chiles in his
ya«!.
,

Joy Chaverria performs the one-woman play "Rostta's Jalapeiio Kitchen" Tuesday night in Atwood Little Theatre.
"Tencho," she cried, "what will I do may celebrate Cinco de Mayo," he-added. .
without your chiles?"
After further begging, St. Peler finally
"Ay, Rosita, wliat will I do without your decides Rosita may borrow two jalapei'ios
menudo?"
from the only source available: hell.
Rosita's longest tale is about her dream.
As they deso;nd,. the lounge music she
"Is there chile in heaven?" she asks tieard in heaven changes to cumbia, mamba
innocently.
,.. and Santana.
In her dream, she has died and gone to
As Rosita is• dancing and her mouth is
heaven, where she is given a house complete watering, Satan _tempts her with jalapefio
with white fixtures, white walls, white floors·, salsa and warm tortillas.
white cabinets and a white closet containing
At the end of the dream, she takes more
white robes and wings. She calls on the white than one bite, so ~he is not allowed to rephone to ask where the food is, and is ascend to heaven.
infonned there is enough in the white
"Rosita's JaJapei'io Kitchen" was written
refrigerator to "last an eternity," but it is filled by Rodrigo Duarte Clark. He has been
with only milk, Wonder Bread and involved in Teatro Latirto de Minnesota since
cauliflower.
its beginning in 19~1.
"San Peter," she begs, "where are the
Ana Maria Mendez, a member of the
jalapefios?"
board of directors, said everyone in Teatro
She says St. Peter infonns her in a rather wears many hats, from acting to producing to
snide voice that her entering·heaven was only directing. ·
due to an affinnative action program, and
According to Linda Cantu, also a member
otherwise she wouldn't have qualified.
of Teatro's board of directors, Teatro Latino
"We have pifiatas for birthdays, and you started through the efforts of Duarte Clark

and because or a national Latino theatre ·
movement which began in the '70s in
re5ponse to the farmworkei'-s' strikes.
'·'It's politically motivated. We do plays
th~t pertain to Latino issues," she said.
After narrating her stories, Rosita returns
present and wonders, "What if__l don't

:,~r

Marisela Tototzintle, MEChA cochairwoman and sophomore, said she
enjoyed the play and Rosita reminds her of
her own family in St. Paul's west side.
At the end of the play, Rosita weighs her
dilemma, knowing on one hand-if she doesn't
self all her neighbors who have already
decided to sell their properties will be angry
and boycott her restaurant.
But on the other hand, her ~gular
customers will miss her and her Cooking, and
she declares in a ~cato voice, "It makes me
angry they are making me sell."She tears up
her contract and throws it on the floor.
''The chili is warm," she says. ''Let the
people come in."

Japanese students plan to share Aikido, food
. Saturday's Japan ~~;~~wh:~ hj:~: •1:1y i:~;
night will feature
hamburgers.
music, drama, food ,~;;~ !oct::i: J~~'.. said.

:::r

It was the little differences that
meant a lot to him and other
STAFF WRITER
Japanese students stUdying at
SCSU. The big things, like
Japan is a land of mystery and McDonald's and movie theaters,
tradition. Soon, students and faculty were no different.
will be able to experience the
"Japanese culture is very
Japanese culture from those Americanized," Shoji said.
students who know it best.
Despite that, the Japanese have
Several Japanese .students came held onto their identities and
to the United State"s to learn about · traditions.
the American way of life. What
In the summer, Levi's are
they found were a few differences . abandoned for yukatas, a cotton
and manY similarities between the robe. Families are still very much
two countries.
tied together, aJthough they may
When Motoki Shoji, a junior, Jive far away from each other, and
came ~tO Minnesota, he got an Japanese history is remembered

by Tabitha Whissemore

with festivals.
Todd Weekly, senior, traveled to
Akita, Japan in 1994 for a year. It
was through the festivals there that
Weekly learned much about
Japanese culture. Traditional music
and dance are woven together with
contemporary life to entertain
onlookers and rilaintain the past.
'The:y have a very rich culture,"
Weekly · said. "Japan has a lot to
offer anyone who wants to
experience cultural diversity."
It is not a culture without
problems, though. Crime is on the
rise while the value of the Yen is
declining.·
"Japan has aJways been viewed
as a very safe country," Shoji said.
"Now, with more violent crime, the
image
is
becoming
more
shocking."

The Japan Club presents Japan _..- Modem drum songs and a
Night on Saturday. The festivities historical drama perfonnance will
will inc.lude drama, music, and, of also" be part of Japan Night.
course, a meal.
Weekly hopes that people's
The traditional food will be exposure to the. Japanese culture
served as a vento, or boxed meal. excite them and dispel-some of the
Spectators can feast on rice with many stereotypes about Japanese
turkey and peas, teriyaki chicken, people.
Japanese pumpkin, and nikujaga, a
"People create false images
without really thinking,"· Weekly
beef and potato dish.
A band will play old Japanese said. 'This is our opportunity to
music with modem instruments, expose them to a_culture they may
"followed by a dance perfonned by not be used to."
·
members of the Japan Club.
·
Maybe then, Weekly added,
A unique portion of the evening people will not believe that
will be an Aikidp demonstration. It Japanese people are all work and no
is a fonn of martial arts that uses the play, or that ninjas and samurai still
head instead of the hands.
run rampant in the streets of Japan.
"It's different than anything
The event will take place in the
most people .have ever .seen," Atwoci<l Ballroom. Tickets will be
Weekly said. "It's used to control sold through Friday in' Atwood
and divert the opponent's energy."
Memorial Center.
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'Work at hoine' ·ac1s·can be misleadi.ng
by Danielle Schmidt
& MONEY EDITOR

CAREER

Traveling around the country may sound
fun and adventurous to some people. But as I
learned, thi~ job can be more: work than it
appears.
I thought r WOUid be reading books and
typing ayers in front of the TV set. This. is not
exactly what happened for me.

Cruise Line Jobs

You can start reading books for companies
by sending in $69.95. With this money you
will receive a book.
The book will give help with resume and
cover letters. The book also provides the
names or Companies to send these resumes
and cover letters.

and completely. There is $4 paid for 125-249
applications filled out. If 250 applications are
filled out the organizatjon is paid $5.
They will also give free gifts with the
applications. All unused JX)rtions need to be
sent back.

being a nanny in New York. It was a little
·scary at first. Not knowing anyone jn a

completely different state took me a while to
get used to. .
Once I got used to the family I was living
with and met some friends, I clidn't want to
leave.
·
Assembling medical ID cards.
A person who would like this-job will get
Earn $375 or more a week assembling a phone interview from the company placing
ho!~d~rs~~u~?~:::'c!~~o
(this is detennined by each individual job) lo medical ID cards. For only $29.95 plus $5 them. Three references are also needed.
receive any money. Many or the jobs involve shipping. You will receive an instruction These references are called, and they need to
manual and a kit. The kit is used to make the- be child-care related.
being a copy editor. The jobs offered include You can request whatever salary you want
books such as children, romance, and ID cards.
You will get $8.95 for each card sent out a week. Benefits are available. The famil y
nonfiction.
·
The average book to read is 400 to 500 to companies. The companies are contacted ·you work for pays for room and food.
The plane ticket out to the easr coast is
pages. Most companies have· deadlines for from a brochure. The brochure comes along
with the kit. All you have to do is put the paid for, but not the ticket back home. You
their readers.
may have to pay for the plane ticket, but
You may earn up to $85 an hour. All you infonnation from the kit on the caret.
The book will also give a list of other should be reimbursed by the family.
have to do is read books into a
tape recorder. · The book then companies that need workers. For example, a
company whose business is stuffing All fees will be refunded if you are , not
becomes an audio book for the
blind. A person's voice will need envelopes is in the catalog, along with 80 satisfied. Most of these jobs take a lot of
. spare time. I thinK the advantage of home
to be heard and accepted in order other companies.
Nanny on the East coast
jobs is not having a boss look over my
to receive the job.
One or the best experiences I had was shoulder.
Eam $1,000 weekly typing

!!~~

Traveling around the country on a cruise
line could be great. But don't get misled by
advertisements.
Ads that offer cruise ship jobs and travel
around the world may claim to be a great way
to sight see. Only if you are allowed to go see
the sights.
When I answered an ad for a
cruise line job. I discovered I
would need $29.95 for the cost
of a book. In that book there was
a listing of job opportunities a
person can apply for. These job
opportunities come from · many
different cruise lines.
First thing you need to do is
. The book gives infonnatiofl
send in $69.95 for a book. This
on how to write a cover letter
book is ex.actly the same as the
and a resume, lists the amouni of
reading book.
pay offered for each job and
You will get paid $20 to $45
DANIELLE
gives a description of each job
an hour. These jobs are also on a
SCHMIDT
and the number of people
deadline. One common job to do
needed for each JX)Silion.
_
is make flyers and spreadsheets.
The book doesn't ex.plain most jobs The jobs· can be received Vlfough the use of
consist of working IO or more hours a day. e-mail.
This infonnation is received if a-person is Group organization fund-raiser
offered an interview with a cruise · line
Earn money having people fill out VISA
company.
The other thing the book leaves out is that applications. The VISA fund-raiser sends out
most workers cannot leave the ship at the 250 applications to the group.
For every application filled out
ports.
It is my advice to find out as much completely and correctly the group will
receive
$3. The $3 will be received whether
infonn.ition as you can before committing
the applicant is apprpved or not.
·
yourself.
VISA will a1so send out candy bars to be
For ex.ample, find out infonnation about
given
out
with
each
application.
All
unused
the break times. I know when I was
interviewed I found out I wouldn't get a break portions should be sent back. There is no cost
for the organization SJX)nsoring the fundduring my work time.
Some of the jobs you are applying for may raiser. A group is allowed five days to give
away
applications.
not allow you to go down on deck until sun
Another VISA fund-.raiser (not associated
down.
with the other VISA fund-raiser) pays $3 for
Eam $1,000 weekly-reading books
the first 124 applications filled out correctly

B

Grant program to increase funding
"It's a nice increase in the grant program,"
director of communications and legislative
services for Minnesota Higher Education
Services office, Phil Lewenstein said.
The Minnesota Higher Education Services
Office is the agency responsible to
administering finaricial aid programs.
Of the adclitions made to
the financial aid was
an increase or ·$1.5
million to the work study
program.

from the legislature approximately 1,500 more
students will be eligible.
"Apply for financial aid as early as
possible," director of financial aid for SCSU,
Frank Loncorich said.
For students who are not eligible for
financial aid scholarships are available.
by Eric S. Dietz
"We've compiled a list
STAFF WRITER
of scholarships and made
them available to students,"
The Minnesota State Legislature was
Loncorich said.
generous to the students of the state
The deadlines vary
universities during the 1997 session.
throughout the year and are
One of the major changes was an issue in of
bi~:~ii1~
al~
offered
by nearly every
financial aid known· as Shared ResJX>nsibility.
department throughout the
This factor was the amount of money a :rapli:m:~~~~~d F~;n~~a~ . .
university.
student needed to acquire for their total asset
Scholarships
are
SOOU
of tuition. The Cost of Attendance (tu ition and legislature every two years.
administered by each
fees) plus a Cost of Living Factor (calculated The review will be in the
1999 legislative session.
Frank Loncorich
department.
''The
and set into law by the stale).
scholarships
vary
by
"The state surplus made
DIRECTOR
Previously the student was responsible to
department," Loncorich
acquire 50 percent of the Shared JX)Ssible the passing of the
OF FINANCIAL AID
·
supplemental
bill,"
said.
ResJX>nsibility. With the supplemental bill
The
guide
to
passed by the legislature a student receiving Lcwenstein said. "Fortyfinancial aid will need to only acquire 47 two million dollars for enhancing the state scholarships is available in the Financial Aid
financial aid program."
office, Administrative Services Building room
percent of the total amOUnt for nex.t year.
Currently 60,000 students are in the state I06. The list can also be found at
,, . Ways in which to acquire this amount
grant program. With the increased funding http://condor.stcloudstate.edu/-finaicV.
included bo1TOwing, work study and savings.

Financial aid is under
way for next year with
new bill being passed

~s

m!'!:

Apply for
f!nancial aid as
as possible.

NEEDED

Necessary Skills:

•Knowledge of AP
(Chronicle style)

•Good English
and grammatical skills •
•Dedicated and.
punctual
ff you fit this description, call
Ryan Voz at 255-2449
or stop by Stewart Haf/ 13
to apply.
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EDITORIAL

Spring ticket
e~change, limit
joke for ~uates
Graduation is creeping around the corner and pressures
are increasing. Seniors are setting up interviews for their
first real jobs or applying to graduate schools around the
country.
For many of these seniors the fact they are graduating
won't kick in until the day of commencement when they
put on their caps and gowns and hear "Pomp and
Circumstance" as they shake President Bruce Grube's
hand.
Because of serriester conversion, this spring will be one
of SCSU's largest classes to graduate. With the larger
number of seniors graduating this quarter, the university
has decided to issue four tickets to each grad~ate.
Seniors were notified of this decision by mail when they
applied for graduation. Many think this is a joke. How can
the university do this? Plane tickets are purchased and
parties are planned for the big eveni.
Many students are having to tell their siblings,
grandparents, etc ... they won't be able to attend
commencement. Those people who support and care for us
are being mistreated by the university.
,
The university's way to compensate for this horrible
treatment is to set up a showing of the ceremony for our ·
families and friends to ·attend at a later date.
~ ticket exc),iange is going to be set up a week before
graduation. Studentf are being asked to turn in.any tickets
they won't use. Then somehow these tickets will be given
to students who need them. Yeah, right.
.
Why is the university doing this? The reason guests are
being limited is because of fire codes. Did the university
ask graduates for their input on this situation? No.
There has to be a solution to this problem besides the
one the university dreamed up. Why can't we hold the
commencement outside? Why can',t two ceremonies be
held the same day? Half of the colleges could graduate in
one ceremony ;ind half in the other.
Were these ideas even considered? We spend thousands
and thousands of dollars for our education and then we are
kicked out the door. Why should we give back to this
university if it 'doesn't care enough about us?
Juniors take charge and stop this nonsense! It is too late
for spring' quarter graduates.

STAFF OPINION
MATT MOTTL, OPINIONS EDITOR

Don't forget about yourself
I had a breakdown the
other day.
Not the kind of
breakdown where you stand·
on the top of a library,
screaming and shooting·at
people. It was a different
type of breakdown.
Let's call it an
awakening in
thought and deed.
I managed to
journey home this
past weekend, as
I'm sure most of
SCSU did for the
Easter holiday.
What I expected to be a
relaxing, rejuvenating
weekend with my family,
ended up being more
trouble than it was worth. I
realized that I spent more
time trying to counsel my
brother and sister and trying ·
to keep my mom and dad
off their backs than I spent
relaxing or rejuvenating.
What kind of holiday is
this, you may ask? Good question. I have no idea.
By the time I made it
back to St. Cloud, I was
completely drained. ·
After thinking about my
Jes~-than-joyous weekend, r
started to ponder other
relationships in my life, and
I noticed that I often spend
so much time worrying
about the well-being of
others that I usually forget
about myself.
My point is the old adage
that you get out of things
what you put into them.

I've been putting allof this
time and effort into all of
these peo_ple who I care
about very much, but
nothing seems to be coming
back my way.
A friend of mine told me
that maybe I just need to be
selfish for a while.
Now this may be
the typical thought
pattern of a 22-year
old in his final year
of college, but I
ask you this: If I
spend all of my
time worrying
about otherpeople, when .
do I worry about myself?

definitely can't save the
world.
I'm not saying that we
should all
around
completely oblivious to the
needs of others, but I think
a lot of people spend too
much time worrying about
other people's actions.
With all of the recent
events and issues that have
occurred on campus and
within our community, it's
easy to get caught up in
what everyone else is doing.
If everyone would only
take a moment and .step
back, look at what they are ·
oing and worry about
Sure, I
·'
themselves,
have dreams
..
th~n I don't
.
think we
of being a
would have as
father
many problems
someday and
You
get
out
of
as we do.
having a great
things what
Maybe this
bigfarrrily,
is an
but I need to
you put into
impractical
focus on
· them.
way of looking
myself fight
at life, but I'd .
now in order
rather,see the
to focus on
glass as half full instead of
those people in the future.
I realized I can't solve all half empty.
_o f my sister's relationship
I guess I tend to see the
problems, and I can't solve good in people and I have
all of my brother's school
so much faith in their
intentions and their abilities.
problems.
I'm not casting off that
What I can do, however,
faith, I guess I'm just
is try and solve all of my
putting it on hold for a
own problems so when it
while,
comes time to do those
'The people who are
same things again, I will be
worth it will hopefully stick
able to.
around, and the people who
I think It takes a lot of
understanding to realize you aren't - well, who knows
can't save everyone and you where they will end up.

walk
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Diversity is a
palette of colors
I started painting when I was nine years old,
and from that time on I have loved splashy uses
of color, such as titanium white, burnt umber, raw
umber, ivory black, payne's gray, yellow ochre,
sap green;-ultra marine violet and the list goes on.
I was su!Il)u~ded by beautiful color.;. Every'
time my brush tickled my canvas with the p~nt
from the palette, my heart would t1Utter with
anticipation for the upcoming artistic creation.
WISE WORDS OF
, I was taught to appreciate
A WOMAN
God's creations of all
different shapes and colors.
My wide eyes did not
discriminate against certain
colors, but encompassed
them all. I saw every one
and every thing as a piece of
art just waiting to be painted
or sculpted.
But today I am -learning

R
AfMEE

about terms of hate

associated with color tem1s such as white racism.
Well, here's a new term to internalize and
embrace - racial color-blindness.
I am writing on behalf of the SCSU Faculty Senate Cloud State because, even as we are working to
Must our world become color-blind before we
to expres!) the faculty's profound objections to the
change our campus climate for racism, hate crimes,
can appreciate the many different cultures and
recent events in which plainclothes St. Cfolld police
and related issues, the specific group targeted by the
colors that surround us?
crune on campu.5 to attend a ~ i:neeting and
police surveillance was discussing the concerns and
Of course being literally color-blind will not
subsequently attempted to obtain tape,~ordings of
i:ieeds of minority students.
eliminate societal stereotypes or racial tensions.
,-this meeting from the Unive fsity Chronicle aiid
We will be asking the administration at our next
Whal rm talking about is selective sight. Or
K:,'SC.
.·
' . . Meet and Confer meeting to draft 3letter of
maybe it will take Super Man's X-ray vision to
_The actions against the media run up against First
understanding with the City of St: Cloud to define
accomplish my idealistic wishes.
'
'
Amendment rights guaranteed since the founding of
what is appropriate behavior for the-police - and most
We as a society that must learn to live together this Country - media rights that the Minnesota
' importantly, what is not. We as a faculty stand
need to recondition our minds and impressions of legislature was enhancing throu~ expansion-of !'fledia opposed to any process, any means, afly attempt by
other people.
"shield" provisions ev~n as the police were coming to individuals or any group to hinder in any way or
We must realize that art reflects society, people the University Chronicle office. We note further that.
manner the free exchange of ideas. As ~sident
and humanity. ·What if art were only one color,
police surveillance of any SCSU meeting- studen~
Grube pointed out, this is "... antithetical to what St.
one shade, one hue?
. faculty, administrative and/Or staff - can have a
Cloud State or any other university worth existing
Painting is often a means of catharsis. Many
chilling effect on the free exch'!'lge of ideas so
stands for."
times different colors represent emotions like
fundamental to a university education since the.
James C. Pehler
hate, fear, oppression and death. But they also
middle ages. Th.is is all the more important to us at St.
·President, Faculty Association
symbolize love, peace and unity.
We all harbor slrong emotions· toward
controversial topics. We all feel blue ;lt times and
we all bleed the color ted, even if our outer tones
are dffferent:
~ .
Not every one has the passion for artistic
creation that I have. Not all people have the
inherent love-for the·many different and vibrant
Send letters to:
colors that bring life to the inanimate. But most at
least learn to appreciate the arts.
U .S. mail:
University Chronicle
e-mail:
Every person is an artistic creation, full of
Attn: Oplnions editor
chronicle@stcloudstate.edu
~story, culture and personal stories to tell. Some
13 Stewart Hall
of these stories show through their expressions,
St. Cloud, MN 56301
their posture.or even the tone of their skin.
Couldn't those who do not haVe the passion to
hear these stories learn to .appreciate them?
Doesn't every person believe his or hei- story
Letters are limited to 3 5 0 v.DJ'.?S.
should be equally important in the eyes of
another?
We must teach ourselves to look past skin
Letters more than 3 5 o·words
tones or last.names Or religious beliefs and
discover the array of colorful personali~ies
will mt
underneath.
I myself don't want to have to go through life
be considered. Letters must include year,
being symbolically color-blind in order to see
other people as equals. Being racially color-blind,
in essence, means being able to see aJI the colors
of the world, and being able to say, "They're
be_:1.utiful." ·
GAPSIEWICZ

Police behavi9r unacceptable

r-aead,

React.,
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EXCEL Prol!er!Y .
Mgmt. Inc.
• 4 bedroom apts.
• 8 canµ.is locations
·FINEST IN
• :iv & phone jad<s
AFFORDABLE
in an bectooms.
STUDENT
• X-tta large bath
rooms w/ 2 showers
HOUSING
Now leasing
4 bedroom and
. studio apartments
for June and August.

251-6005

University Village
Town homes
Openings for the 1998-1999 School Y;ar
Four bedroom townhomes for individuals
..
or groups up tci four.
Camp.us Clipper and Metro BuS Service
with three trips per hour ta, SCSU

• Lal.lrly facilities
• Parking. •carports,
garages
• Dishwasher.;

• Mia'owalies, & more

1Et

Give to a friend. If they sign a lease with Campus Management,
you receive $25 offyour first ·month's rent
(1998-99 school year).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Your Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·1

Features Include: • Heated Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

For Adult Housing At Its Best,

L------------------J ~
.

INSTANT CREDIT

_

·.

.
~
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
1 1ti
1 Yeau
~
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PAREN~-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
&Ai1a111te~•a:~
. You Can Qualify To Receive

Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

, Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cqrdsi? ,..

·;

r.-----------------------------------------~
·
ORDER FORM
YES!

I want l#\•t·1it·Wii=i=l•l·1@;M'ZM Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

__________

Name-------------,.---------,--.
.
Address _ _ __
.............................................. ..................................................
..
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ .. state ....... _ _ _ _ ... ztv-----

Slgnature ...........=--~•-:::--=-...,...----=---=c-----

..
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SCSU womens tennis set for Midwest Invitational
;

Missouri State University.

by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU women's tennis team will face
.,- its biggest challenge of the season when they
\ak?, ~art in this wee~ery_d's Midwest
lnv1tat1onal Tournament m Edmond,
Okla.
The Huskiei ( 16-6 overall, 4-0 North
Central ConferenCC) will open tournament
play Thursday at 2 p.m. against Northwest

Pitching
silences
Mankato
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

While the SCSU softball team
was busy silencing the Mavericks,
sophomore pitcher Karissa Hoehn
was making plenty of noise on the
mound, as .the Huskies won a pair
of North . CentraJ Conference road
games over Mankato State
University.
The Huskies-took game one 3-0
and later salvaged the finale 4-0, as
Hoehn tossed a pair of shutouts to
improve her record to 154.
Head Coach Paula U'Ren said it
wasn't her intention to start Hoehn
in both games, but after breezing
through the first game, she didn't
hesitate to throw her staff ace on the
mound for game two. "(Hoehn) only threw 65 pitches
the first game," U'Ren said. "You
could really tell she ~as in a
groove, so we let her stay in there
for the second game and she
respondetl with two shutouts."
Hoehn-tossed a one-hitter in the
first game .and the Huskies were
sparked offensively by sophomore
infielder ,Mary Libbesmeier, who
had three hits, including two
doubles.

.C~~v~~~~:i :d!~~n:a::~
junior first baseman Michelle
Lechner would collect three hits
and senior infielder Jody Brueske
added two.
U'Ren said the offense has been
a nice addition to this year's
team.
"Our offense has improved a lot
from last year," she said. "We have
more experienced hitters on this
year's team and right now they are
getting the hits when needed to and
collecting the RBIs."
Hoehn tossed a two-hit shutout
in the second game and struck out
JO Maverick batters.
The Huskies were swept at
home last season by MSU and
U'Ren said Monday's sweep was
sweet revenge.
"Last year they swept us 3.t our
field," U'Ren said. "It felt good to
return the favor."

Go m SWEEP, PAGE 13 •

·

NMSU iS ranked fifth nationally in the
"midwest region and SCSU HeaQ Coach Larry
Sundby said his squad will be thrown into the
fire right away, but is confident his team is
ready for the challenge.
, "We take on Northwest, which has
individuals ranked nationally, and then we
play two difficult Texas schools," Sundby
said. "How we do Thursday and Friday
will dctcnnine what happens Saturday. So

far, I think we have made good progress should make us stronger for next weekend's
over the season and I feel we can be NCC Tournament. That way when we play
competitive with some of the teams down ,_Mankato·State and Northern Colorado, we'll
there."
be better prepared for them."
·
This is the first time the Huskies will
The Huskies will have to Overcome
participate in the Oklahoma Tournament and adversity this weekend as No._2 singles player
junior Karissa- Egge said the players are Leah Neuman will' miss the remainder of 1he
looking forward to the competition.
season with a broken ankle.
'There is a lot of good teams down there
and it should be a good challenge for us,"
Go TO TENNIS, PAG,E13 •
Egge said. "The main thing is this weekend

Huskies continue with_slugfests
Pitching woes
continue as
Huskies split
by Sean LaFavor
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU baseball team
engaged cross-town rival St. John's
University in an' old-fashioned
slugfest Wednesday afternoon at
Dick Putz Field and came out on
the losing end 14- 10.
SCSU starting pitcher Tim
Scully started well, giving up one
hit through the first two innings.
· But the Johnnies got to Scully in
the third, when Tony Guiliani
doubled home two runs and later
scored one to put SJU up 3-0. St.
John's never relinquished the lead.
In the fifth, Ouiliani pounded 8.
pitch from Huskies reliever John
Voll an over · the wall for a grand
slam that put SJU up 10-2. Guiliani
ended up 3-for-5 with seven runs
batted in.
-The Johnnies would score two
more in the sixth, and one more in
the seventh on a solo home iun by
catcher Matt Schiller to give them a
10.
Huskies junior reliever Jim SCSU players celebrate as junior outfielder Mike McKinney (24) hits his second home run of the
Crowley came on to pitch the finaJ afternoon during Monday's game against SL Scholastica. The Huskies won the game 13-4.
two innings, and ga:ve the team a
chance to come back. Crowley gave' McKinney on first, junior shortstop bases with a double off the too late."
Mitch Ries singled for the third centerfield wall, in the process
On Monday, the Huskies faired
up no hits and struck out two.
In the bottom of the eighth, time in the game advancing collecting his fifth RBI of the game, ·a little better against the College of
SCSU sophomore designated hitter McKinney to third. Flanigan then then scored on a single by third St. Scholastica.
Centerfielder Mike McKinney
Shane Kavanaugh homered with collected his second RBI of the b~man Jason Fischer. Sophomore
junior outfielder Mike Flanigan on game with a two-out single · that catcher Sean Grande then popped went 4-for-5, knocked out two
plated McKinney. Sophomore first out to end the rally.
home runs, and had three RBI for
base to cut the lead to 14-5.
"I think against a team like this SCSU, and second baseman Tim
In the ninth, the Huskies baseman Lance Iverson followed
·mounted a furious rally that pulled up with a single that loaded the we need to step it up a little," Boland went 4-for4 with two RBI
Flanigan said afterwards. ''They and a run scored in the 13-4
them within four runs at the finish. bases for Kavanaugh.
Kavanaugh promptly cleared the played well, but we came on a little win.
With junior ouffi.elder Mike

-~

Tracks~ers split for upcoming invite
by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU track and field teams
will not be the only ones getting in
shape at this weekend's meet in
Northfield, Minn.
While the men are participating
at the Carleton Relays, the women
will be at St. Olaf, participating in
the Manitou Classic.

This marks the only meet of the
year where the men and women
split and SCSU Head Coach Tracy
Dill said the weekend should keep
everyone in shape.
'The coaches will float back and
forth by mountain bike from the
. men's meet to the women's," Dill
said. 'The schools are only a half
mile apart, so it works out well,
where we can still check out both
meets."

"St. Olaf and Carleton each have
In both meets, there will be 18
different schools participating, · fantastic outdoor tracks, and that is
which is about 10 more teams than why there is so many teams," Dill
said. "In track, you're either
a usual meet.
Last season, the Huskies mea5ured by a clock or a stick, so
combined for , four first-place the biggest thing this weekend is
finishes, two of which came from continuing to have our players
improve from the previous marks
senior Carey Meinert.
Dill said the number of teams -they had."
The women's meet is slated to
participating at this meet•will leave
the Huskies shooting for other begin at 10 a.m. Saturday, while the
men will begin at IO: 15 a.m.
goaJs.
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Men's hoops soars ~Jth new re~ruits
by Sean Lafavor

(Bondurant, Iowa); Rado Rancik
(St. Louis Pitrk, Minn,); and Forrest
Witt (Morris, Minn.).
.
Brant is a , 6'-7, 220 lbs.
After departing seniors Jon
Hinzman, Sean Whitlock, Mark fmward/center who played his high
Hein and Nate Pelowski led the school ball -at Portage High School.
SCSU men's basketball team to its During his senior season, he
best finish in 10 years this · past averaged 17 points and eight
winter, newly named Head Coach rebounds a game, whiJe earning
honors
four
Kevin Schlagel was looking to fill All-Conference
some mighty big shoes last consecutive years and was voted his
Thursday -~h<:!n he signed five high team's Most Valuable Player .ill
four years and All-Wisconsin
school players to SCSU.
Both Hinzman and Whitlock · honorable mention his senior year.
Brant's
sister, Samantha, plays for
earned
All•North
Central
Conference First Team•honots this SCSU's women's basketball team.
''He runs the floor vef'j well for
season and with. the departures of
underclassmen Ned Wrightson and a player his ~ize,'.'. Schlagel said.
Jerry Nelson, Schlagel's · first big "We look for his athleticism to help
task as hea~ coach was a tough us in the program."
Johnson is a 6' -8, 220 lbs.
one.
The players that he will be center, who along with Powers
bringing in next year are BJ. Brant helped Bundurant-Farrar High
(Portage, Wisc.); Andy Johnson School win the · Iowa state title
(Bondurant, ·Iowa); Cullen Powers when the two were juniors.
STAFF WRITER

"He's a big solid post player that
likes to bang," Schlagel said. "He's
very mature and we anticipate him
playing one of our posts."
·
Powers, a 6' -9, 235 lbs. center,
was also an All-Conference choice
during his final two seasons at
Bondurant-Farrar H.S., and has ·
been chQsen to play in the Dt
. Pepper All-Star game this year. He
averaged 15.0 ppg, and 9.0 rpg
during his senior y~ar. and teamed
with Johnson in leadjng, BFllS to a
21-3 record in 1997-98.
"(Powers) too, is a very physical
player," Schlagel said.
·
Rancik, 6' -9, 230 lbs., is a center
Kevin Schlagel
originally from Slovakia, and
MEN'S BASKETBALL COACH
brother of Martin Rancik, a high
schOOI standout in his day who· now
2:5 blocked shots per game. He was plays for Io.wa State University.
an All-Conference selection his Rancik averaged 16 ppg and 11 rpg
junior and senior seasons and an during his senior year, while
All-Iowa
honorable
mention earning All-Conference honors in
selection his senior year.
the Classic Lake Conference, and

Ranclk is a player
that can play
inside or step
outside and shoot
the ball

All-State Honorable Mention
recogWtion.
Rancik had an outstanding mark
of 61 percent shooting from the
field and 75 percent from the free
throw line in 1997-98.
"RanCik is a player that can play
inside or step ou~ide and shoot the
ball," Schlagel said.
Witt a 6'-1, 175 lbs. guard, set a
Morris High School record for
points in one season with 607 as a
senior. He averaged that year 22.5
ppg, · 4.9 rpg, and 4.8 assists per
game.
Witt was an All-Conference
½hoice his sophqmore, junior, and
senior seasons, and was an AllMinnesota honorable men1ion
selection his senior year. For his
career, ,Witt shOI an <}mazing 44
percent from beyond the three-point
arc, and should help the Huskies
long-range game in the coming
seasons.
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During his senior campaign, he
averaged 15.5 ppg, 8.4 rpg, and
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to Learn.

St. Cloud Technical College offers over
100 educational options in a variety
of progrnm lengths.

If you'd like more information or to enroll,
call our Admissions Office at
(320) 654-5089 or
1-800-222-1009 ext. 5089.
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(320) 654-5089 or 1-800-222-1009, ext 5089
1540 Northway Oriw • St.Cloud. ,\1N %305-1240
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Club Germain , Fitness
Spring Training 2 Month Special

only $39.95

F

plus 5 free tans

• Racquetball
• Nautilus
• Aerobics
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Plus More
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The Huskies didn't find out until
earlier this· week that they would be
finished for the season. Neuman
finishes the season with a 10-8
record at No. 2 singles. .
"You never like to lose one of
your top playerst Sundby said.
"What we'll do is move all the

2 singles for th~ Huskie'S last ·· switch · will work out for th~
besL
Egge said the lineup switch
. 'They played at the top last year,
shouldn t affect her play this so it's not the kind of jump that will
weekCnd.
intimidate them," Sundby said.
"I think we'll be okay," Egge ''The key will be our doubles
said. "Last year Susy and I were play."
thrown into the one and two S(X)ts
Currently, the Huslqes are 53-35
and the team still faired pretty well, overall in doubles play, but for most
so l don't see it as a big problem of the season, doubles has been
moving up."
their weak spot.
Sundby saiq he is confident the
"!t's critical this weekend to_get

The lineup switch still has junior
Tally Jo Satterlee at No. I singles,
with a record of20-2. Moving from
second to third singles is junior

season.

4

Susy Cronick. Egge moves from
fourth to third and sophomores
Danelle Peterson, Maria Ritchie

and Brianna Rupp will rouiid

O_!Jt

singles players up one notch and . the singles lineup.
since Neuman didn't play doubles,
;Neither Cronick or Egge are
it won't make things quite as strangers to the top spots as Cronick

complicated."
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played No. I and Egge played No.

Sweep

tart Your Career at ACR

PAGE

Al,[l.. has c.areer opportunities in
the T'llin C..ities '5uburban area.
Wor): in the c.ommunit~ 'llith
·individua\s 'llho have disabi\ities.

:e:
• 150 COLLEGE SruoENT Posri10Ns OPEN
• EXCELLENT WAGES
• PERFORMANC£ BONUS
• REASONABLE HOUSING

•fT and Yr positions .
•benefits
•internships available
•rapid advanc.ement potential

at least one of the three doubles
(X)ints," Sundby said. '1f we drop
all three doubles, we will have a
difficult time This weekend, bec.ause
it's tough to always win five or six
singles matches."
This weekend tournament
marks the final regular season play
for ,SCSU. Next weekend the
Huskies host the Noith Central
Cofiference Championships at the
St. Cloud Tennis Center.

contact:
Karen poppe

•

on.19
sax 401
wall, SD S7~~
wall

<605 >219-2

£uellent ey.perienu for &tudent&. in th• field& of
1'&1,h .• £duc.ation, 'i>o,ia\ Worl:, 'i>o,io\091. Nur&in9
and man1 more!

48 HOUR WORK WEEK
• SWIMMING PooL .

AT THE

WOBLD-FAMOUS

~1~

p..c.rz_ J'ob\ine (<,1:z.) 4Sll-1111
NI UO/M ~

11

With, the sweep, the Huskies
improved their record to 22-8
overall and 2-0 in the North Central
Conference.
Currently, SCSU is in first place
in the NCC's Northern Division and
rank II th in the latest Di vision II
softball poll.
Their next opponent is 17th
ranked North Dakota State
University Friday at Selke Field.
The Huskies defeated the Bison
2-0, at the Augustana Invitational
two weekends ago.
U'Ren said the Huskies must
continue to play like they have
recen1ly, in, order to come away
with some wins this weekend.
"We need to have a consistent
perfonnance, all the way around,"
U'Ren s;tid. "We need good
defense, execute on offense and get
the pi1ching and we should be tough
to beat."
First pitch Friday is slated for 3
p.fll: and then the Huskies will
travel back to Manka10 to compete
in the Mankato Stale Legion
this Saturday and

Job Openings for College Graduates!
For years you have been taught to fear graduation b'ecause of what
inevitably follows: countless dilemmas. un;eaponable pressure and a lifelong profession of drudgery. But. if it is these qualities that define the

"real world" this career opportunity is t~o good to be true.
do we offer a dynamic and challenging work environment, but

Not only

as!!

mem-

ber of our growing team _y ou will be given the freedom and support to
take your career wh~rever you wish. Become a front-line leader with our
company. Enjoy the opportunity to develop strong relationships with
customers, internal staff and associates. You will coach and lead a group
of 40-50 associates to achieve superior results.

We also o·tter:
nation-wide opportunities
starting salary of 30-34K
exceptional benefits
tuition reimbursement ·
advancement. opi,ortunities within 1 8 months of employl'Tlent
business casual dress code
Start your career off on the right foot by joining a company that is a $2.5
billion leader in our industry. To make this opportunity your reality. please
fax resume to: 888-646-5388. Attn: CR-0416-SCS-LT by April 30. EOE

J
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STILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??

ca

Bridgeview Sout h. Bri dgeview West. Park South.
C lassic 500 and River Ridge.

~

We have 2 and 4 br . apar tmeats available from

$175 co$225

=
m

""

s
c,i

v'Bldgs. With FREE COfllputers for student use

v' Walking distance to campus tl'lnt,ercom eOtry buildings v'Private
bedrooms with locks v'Teleph&ie and cable outlets in each bedroom
v'Microwaves v'Off-street p.1rldn_g v'Oishwashers v'Minib!inds oo
a!I windows V Ai~ conditioning v'lntenor and exterior ar eas welllighted tl'Well-mamcained building and gr ounds
.

00
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Riverside Real Estate 1';:t:
"7/1e FnU!\{

mmmi
ti!

\flu/en/ /lou,\/ng

Close to Downtown & Cam us

, *I, ~ 3& 4BdrmApts

* Single rooms starting at $179/ 12mo lease
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
• La u ndry Fa cilities

EN

•
•
•
•

Air Conditioners
Security
Utilities Paid
Garages & Decks

ION

How prevalent is rape among college students?
Find out Just how common it is.
Learn to prevent or stop dating violence,
sexual assault and sexual harassment.
Get some specific, practical tips for intervention.
Learn how to become an empowered bystander.
Come to hear former NFL quarterback Donald McPherson talk about gender violence.
Hear his personal story of male activism and hope, and why he believes sexual violence
is not just a women's issue.
For more information, call the SCSU Women's Center at 255-4958.
FUNDED IN PART BY THE SCSU SENATE FINANCE ·COMMIITEE. SPONSORS
INCLUDE: Athletic Department, CAASA, Kappa Phi Omega, Phi Kappa Tau, and the
SCSU Women's Center.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22, 1998
7:30 p.m.
ATWOOD BALLROOM
FREE ADMISSION

Drama spices up Chic~no History ~onth·
PHOTO AND SToRY

by Julia Peterson

D
4'

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

1'..osita is angry.

.

SheJ'eels pressured to sell her restauraJJt in
the brulio of Sal Si Puedes to developers who
want to build a shopping mall.
·
"Ln siento very much, I'm closed," she
tells the audience Tuesday night in the

. Atwood Little Theatre.

·
"Rosita's JaJapeiio Kitchen" is a Qnewoman play brought to SCSU by Teatro
Latino de Minnesota, a Twin Cities-based

group that has been perfoi-ming for 17 years.
It was one of the events for Chicano
History Month, sponsored by Movimiento
Chicano de Aztlfo, Minority Student
Programs and the Cultural Diversity
Committee.

Joy Chavarria, a Latina actress from south
Minneapolis, plays the feisty Rosita. She has
been acting in the Twin Cities are"a for more
than 25 years.
Rosita seems to feel at the beginning of
the play she must sell the restaurant.
"Eventually the cabrones wore me down,"
she said.
·
Then, while the chili, tortillas and cafeta
are wanning, she tell:S her stories _o f the
people in the barrio who have supported her
business.
She says she criticizes her friend Panfila
who moved from Sa] Si Pucdes to a suburb
with a mostly white population. Panfila was
under the impression living in the suburbs
needed to be her goaJ, citing cleaner air, more.
room, higher sociaJ status. However, these
things are traded for her culture.
''They don't like us in gavacholandia,"
Rosita said
Suddynly, Panfila stops cooking Mexican.
food, and her daughter Lupita is starved for
menudo, enchiladas and salsa. So, Rosita's
Kitchen provides her solace from her new
environment.
But everything changes almost back to
nonnal after the disastrous wedding of Lupita
to Rosita's son Jesiis. where Lupita gives
birth to Panfila and Rosita's.grandchild.
Suddenly J>anfila hungers _for Mexican
food again, and . realizes she cannot hide
herself anymore.
Rosita also tells the story of her neighbor
Tencho, an ,o@ man who grows chiles in his

yaro.

Joy Chaverria perfonns the one-woman play "Rosita's Jalapefio Kitchen" Tuesday night in Atwood.Little Theatre.
"Tencho," she cried, "what will I do may celebrate Cinco de Mayo," he-added. .
without your chiles?"
After further begging, St. Peter finally
"Ay, Rosita, what will I do without yoi.ir decides Rosita may
rrow two jaJapefios
menudo?"
from the only source available: hell.
Rosita's longest tale is about her dream.
As they desc~nd, the lounge music she
"ls there chile in heaven?" she asks .,_ heard in heaven changes to cumbia, mamba
innocently.
and Santana.
In her dream, she has died and gone to
As Rosita is*dancing and her mouth is
heaven, where she is given a.house complete watering, Satan tempts her with jalapefio
with white fixtures. white walls, white floors, salsa and wann tortillas.
white cabinets and a white closet containing
At the end of the dream, she takes more
white robes and wings. She calls on the white than one bite, so s~ is not allowed to rephone to ask where the food is, and is ascend to heaven. ·
infonned there is enough in the white
"Rosita's Jalapefio- Kitchen" was written
refrigerator to "last an eternity," but it is filled by Rodrigo Duarte Clark. He has been
with only milk, Wonder Bread and involved in Teatro Latino de Minnesota since
cauliflower.
its beginning in I 9~ 1.
"San Peter," she begs, "where are the
Ana Maria Mendez, a member of the
jalapefios?"
board of directors, said everyone in Teatro
She says St. Peter informs her in a rather wears many hats, from acting to producing to
snide voice that her entering heaven was only directing.
due to an affinnative action program, and
According to Linda Cantu, also a member
otherwise she wouldn't have qualified.
of Teatro's board of directors, Teatro Latino
"We have pifiatas for birthdays, and you started through th~ efforts of Duarte Clark

and because of ·a national Latino theatre
rrovement which began in the '70s in
response to the farmworkers· strikes.
''It's politically motivated. We do plays
that pertain to Latino issues," she ~dAfter narrating her stories, Rosita returns
to the present and wonders, "What if I don't
sell?"
Marisela Tototzintle, MEChA cochairwoman and sophomore, said she
enjoyed the play and Rosita reminds her of
her own family in St. Paul's west side.
At ihe end of the play, Rosita weighs her
dilemma, knowing on one liand if she doesn't
sen: all her neighbors who have already
decided to sell their properties will be angry
and boycott her restaurant.
But on the other hand, her re;gular
customers will miss her and her COOking, and
she1declares in a staccato voice, "It makes me
angry they are making me sell."She tears up
her contract and throws it on the floor.
'"The chili is warm," she says. ''Let the
people come in."

Japanese students plan to share Aikido, food
Saturday's Japan
night will feature
music, drama, food

eyeful when he saw -elderly people
dressed in jeans and eating
hamburgers.
"I was shocked," Shoji said.
"You never see that in Japan."
It was the little differences that
by Tabitha Whissemore
meant a lot to him and other
Japanese
students stlldying at
STAFF WRITER
SCSU. The big things, like
Japan is a land of mystery and McDonald's and movie theaters,,
tradition. Soon, studerits and facuhy were no different.
·
will be able to experience the
"Japanese culture is very
Japanese culture from those Americanized," Shoji said.
students who know it best.
Despite that, the Japanese have
Several Japanese .students came held onto their identities and
to the United State"s to learn about · traditions.
the American way of life. What
In the summer, Levi's are
they found were a few differences . abandoned for yukatas, a cotton
and manY similarities between the robe. Families are still very much
two countries.
tied together, although they may
When Motoki Shoji, a junior, Jive far away from each other, and
came to Minnesota, he got an Japanese history is remembered

with festivals.
Todd Weekly, senior, traveled to

Akita, Japan in 1994 for a year. It
was through the festivals there that
Weekly learned much abollt
Japanese culture. Traditional music
and dance are woven together with
contemporary life to entertain
onlookers and ni.aintain the past.
'They have a very rich culture,"
Weekly said. "Japan has a lot to
offer anyone who wants to
experience cultural diversity."
It is not a culture without
problems, though. Crime is on the
rise while the value of the-Yen is
declining."
"Japan has always been viewed
as a very safe country," Shoji said.
"Now, with more violent crime, the
image
is
becoming
more
shocking."

The Japan Club presents Japan _,.... Modem drum songs and a
Night on Saturday. The festivities historical drama perfonnance will
also· be part of Japan Night.
course, a meal.
Weekly hopes that people's
The traditional food will be exposure to the. Japanese culture
served as a vento, or boxed meal. excite them and dispel-some of the
Spectators can feast on rice with many stereotypes about Japanese
turkey and peas, teriyaki chicken, people.
Japanese pumpkin, and nikujaga, a
"People create false images
without really thinking," Weekly
beef and potato dish.
A band will play old Japanese ~id. 'This is our opportunity to
music with modem instruments, expose them to a culture they may
"followed by a dance perfonned by not be used to."
members of the Japan Club.
·
Maybe then, Weekly added,
A unique portion of the evening people will not believe that
will be an Aikido demonstration. It Japanese people are all work and no
is a fonn of martial arts that uses the play, or that ninjas and samurai still
head instead of the hands.
run rampant in the streets of Japan.
"It's different than anything
The event will take place in the
most people .have ever .seen," Atwood Ballroom. Tickets will be
Weekly said. '1fs used to control sold through Friday in' Atwood
and divert the o~ponent's energy."
Memorial Center.

will incJude drama, music, and, of
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is to get together with the one you
love. Ths could be your
continues. Your mate or partner
sweetheart, mate or a child. •
Virgo (Aug. 23-SepL 22) -'makes some succinct and
appropriate suggestions. It's hard
Your home is stiU in an uproar, but
for you to listen whe,n somebody
l;hat's OK. It may seem like
else tells you what to do, but give
everything is costing 100 much.
it a try.
• You may have also made a bigger
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - In mess than you had anticipated. Not
order to succeed,. try thinking from to worry. By tomorrow, condition~
the point of view of your boM.
will be a little more fun and a little
teacher, parent or whatever other
less tense.
authority figure looms prominent
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23) in your tife. If you don't; you
Something'You find difficult is
could be compleo,ly blindsided by ridiculously easy for a co-worlrer.
You',e been hying to do it the .
~ this person asks you 10
bard way, and you've~
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)-Fun, resisting. Stop both and you'll find
romance, ttavel, advenrure, e,,eiything getting easier. This
excitement - all of this and more woo't make you less powerful.
is in store for you, on a Thursday
Quite the cootriuy. Master this
yet! How are you going to make
skill and you"U be awesome.
the most of this marvelous
Scorpio (Oct. 211-Nov. 21)advantage? The obvious first step
There are things going on today
with lhis morning, but don't worry.
The confusion clears up as the day

Aries(Man:h21-April 19)Don't lose your temper with a
entJe person this morning. He or
he will he easily flustered. As the
y continues, you'll have more

wer. That's good. since there's
ork to be done. Hit it hard. The
oney win certainly come in
andy. You've already thought of
several ways to spend it.
,"
· Tuurus (April 20-May 20)Love could come your way today,
although you - not recognize
thepersonasapotenliallove
interest Youmaythinkofhimor
as a friend. If you're mau(ed,
that coold be the siluati-On between
you and yoor - · Is there
something
left un,poken, or an
idea you've been withholding?
Gemini (May 21-June 21)Thi s may seem too hard to dea1

that need to staj confidential.

That's not a problem for you, but
it could be for a co-worker. Make
sure this person doesn't know too
much. Since you're not quite sure
which person it is, you'd better be
careful with everything yOU say.
Sagjtlarius (No>. 22-Dec. 21)
- You're looking good and
pushing hard You're strong and
you've got the backing yoo need.
You and another person can seize

tnumphant. so don't even think
about giving up.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)It's better to put money into the
bank than to take money rut; it's
better to pay bills than to charge
new stttff. Remember that if a
friend tries to talk you into

spending money. True, sometimes
you have to spend money to make
money, but right now you have to
pay off debts to make money.
. Pisces (Feb. 19-Man:h 20)victory with one last monumental
effort Well, it's not even an effort, " You're going to have to put up
actually. It's more like fun.
with an older person's ridicule. He
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) or she thinks it's funny. You.
however, don't appreciate feeling
You may experience OO(lfusion,
like the brunt of a joke. Can you
but doo't worry. It's part of the
learning process. A, you get
lighten up about this? If not.
nothing will make this assignment
further into the program,
everything will make more sen.,e.
worthwhile. Give it a try. It might
Yoo'll certainly be proud of
not be as hard as it looks.
yourself for having gooe through
Cou.l!G• l'RFss ExCHANGE
this. mess and cmetJing

lumr,I l@tIIPik@I
Gillil!ans On The River

4-bedroom apartments
available with:

is now forminl! co-ed
volleyball leal!ues

• Get SO!]le friends together
and sign up now for your
volleyball team!
• Limited number of team
spots available.
• Leagues ?tart May 26 and
play every Tues, Wed, & Thurs.

• Tuck-under Parking
• Heat Paid
• Water Paid
• Tanning Bed
• 2 Full Baths
• Dishwasher
• Microl ave

FOR INFORMATION
CALL

APARTMENT
. FINDERS

For more information contact
Gillil!ans on the River
(6 miles north of Sartell)

259-4040

253-7784 ·

can it ~ith,.t
AprD 17, 1888
Atwood Memorial Center

Theatre

A~

~A- ♦

·

8:30 a.m. ta 3:30 p.m.

. Y.,eatuud.Speake1ts: __ _
•Dr. Vickie Rutledge
Shields, women's studies
and telecommunications
professor
•Dan Haag, freelance
creative writer ·
•Carol Henderson,
freelance creative artist

-
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Department of Mass Commumcatmns
call (32Dl 255-3293

ENJOY A 16 OZ U:INE
AND A HOUSE SLICE OF
AWARD WINNING GREEN MIU PIZZA

$2.99
8PMTOCWSE
BARAREAONLY
WATCH FOR THE RETURN OF THE $1.99
MARGS IN MAY!

.
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St. Cloud State umvers1ty
If you have any questions,

I

LEINENKUGEL'S
ANDA SLICE
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10 tor $1s, 2"x 2·
~all Jul,'_~ or Shane at 255-4086

You are required to
come to the

Student
Services
' ,.
Office
to obtain your
ACC

Check out the exciting opportunities
in high tech careers from Toyota!
• High paying professional career
inthefastestgrowingoccupation
• College Degree or Certification
• Hands-on, state-of-the-arttraihing
• Placement in Toyota dealerships

•
•

T-TEN: The ri&ht tool to help you ·build your future!
Fo•nore111fo1111~to11 call

Or v,s,t

l~

1.R00.441.5141
http://www.t-tcn.<.:om

011 tie Well it

st a.ouD TECHNICAL

COLLEGE
203-6076 or 1-800-222-1009 ext. 6076

The application
deadline to become
the Chronicle's next
Editor, Advertising
Manager and
Business Manager is
fast approaching.
But, it's not too late!
Call Ryan Voz at
255-2449 or stop by
Stewart Hall Iii to
apply or for more
information.

. PAGING SERVICES
• Pager Packages: $59.95 includes 3 1119nths Service & Activation
•Take an additional 10% off w/valid Student ID!
•We activate any pager with NO ACTIVATION FEE!

· With the Great Taste and Winning Varietie~
of the HOT POCKETS•, LEAN POCKETS•
CROISSANT POCKErs· Brand Stuffed Sand~ches, a~d
HOT POCKETS• '""' PIZZA MINl'S

•Statewide Monthly Service $7.95 with Student I.D.
•Switch your service any Rec. an additional 10% om

CELLULAR SERVICES
• Free accessory with new service -up to $69.95 value
• 100% Digital
• Great Prepaid Program
• Everyone Qualifies!
• Per Second Billing
• No contracts!

(320J 203-4444

t201 tst STREET South

UNIVERSITY
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Housing
EFACIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.
2-BDRM. $205/mo.
Forestview apts. ·S.E. location
Campus Clipper bus line. On•s~e
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
• (Par1cing/plug-in included. 654-8300.
1 & 2-BDRM: APT$.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.
FORESTVIEW
· large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
ffeat and water pd. , $360-$430'mo.
251-6969.
2-BDRM.
in four-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
summerna11. Call 251-8941.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT

Sf

$n
side;/nhbus Ii~ Heat~,
•
6~g_mo. ort em gmt.

OLYMPIC II
3 to 4-bdrms. Near hockey center. 4bdrm. split units with two lull baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat pa~. 253-1154.
EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
APTS.
cloAA tn rlnwntown and SCSU, heat
pd., Rwerside Prop. 251-8284, 251·
9418.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $20().$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
ciose to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 251·
8284, or 251-9418.

. COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4·bdrrn. units across from campus.
Clean _quality living. OW, AfC, heat
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff
420-.\290, o,251-8284.
2-BDRM.
s~e-by-~de duplex near Halenbeck
1 Han. ean 2s1-a941.
HOUSES/ APT. HOUSES
5-lldrrn. for 5-6 people. 8-bdrm. fo,
9-11 people. 9-bdrm. lor 9-10
people. Great SCSU locations, Dan
251-1925.
STATEVIEW
4-bdnn. units on campus. Two
showers, OW, m~ro., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rent. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.
SINGLE ROOMS AVAIIL
AUGUST 1
5 locations. $180 - $245, male aoo
lemale avial. Dan 251-1925.
NEED A FURNISHED APT?
tired of roommates? CaU us today!
253-1154.

Classifie~

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1 aoo 2-bdrrn. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenitfes. Choose your si~e and
style. Bas~ util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near · Halenbeck.
$175/mo. Heat pd. 251-6969.
VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management:·
NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. in 8-plex.
Private reserved par1cing. t.,uoory,
heat pd., $360-$430. 251-6969.
VISIT US ON THE WEBI
Select Prop www.rentnet/ads/select
4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locations, 1 & 2 baths, heat pd.,
newer carpeting, parking. Excel
Mgmt 25_1-6005.
CAMPUS EAST

~l~ 4-~:e wi~J fu~a~~~~security.Heatpd.253-1°1 54.

'

AFFORDABLE
4-bdrm. apts., Westview, close to
new SCSU library, heat pd., PJC,
ow. 251-8284, 251-9418.
ATTRACTIVE 4-BDRM. APTS.
heat pd. , parking, laundry, AfC,
SCSU close. Hurry few lell, Exoel,
251-6005.

Policies: ·
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for M~nday's
edition.
.
.
• Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. SiJ((6) words constitutes two lines: $2:
• Classifieds will not be accep ted via pho ne unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more information, caU Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
SUMMER RATES
2-BDRM. APTS.
S. E. and Campus locations,
_very n~. newly remodeled, $275 • $100/mo. Call Northern Mgmt. 654·
• $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 bl~ to
8300.
campus. Galt Greg, 267-3291 ,
251-4160, N/A255-1274.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
to share 2·bdrm. apt. $250/mo.
Ava~. immed., call Sheila at 202·
3-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. lease, 1 1250.
blk. to campus. Call Greg, 267FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
3291, 251-4160, N/A255-1274.
2-bdrrn. on S.E. side. $250/mo.
1-BDRM. APTS.
Interested call Jennifer ate 253·
lor rent. $395/mo. Call Matt, 253· 9239.
5787.
UNIVERSITY PLACE
METROVIEW APT$.
4-bdrrn. apt., heat pd., OW, micro.,
2 and 3-bdrrn., close to SCSU, A/C, par1cing and carports, laundry.
decks, OW, heat pd., AfC, security EPM 251-6005.

garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and A/C lor
the older student Util. included.
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.

WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2bdrrn. sm. $425. 2-bdrrn. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Poo,
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
.

MALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM. APT.
-heat pd., close, to SCSU, par1cing,
laundry, OW. Excel Mgmt. 2516005.

4-BDRM. APTS.
$195110-mo. lease, $175112-mo.
lease. Heat and bas~ cable
included. 259-9673.

PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.
APT$.
heat pd., OW, micro., A/C, intercom
entry, parl<ing. E.P.M. 251-6005.

SINGLE ROOM
male, female, summer or fall. 1 blk.
to campus, on 5th Ave.
Very n~. 267-3291 o, 255-1274.

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
summer leagues starting! Barbeque
parties, etc. All for our valued
tenants' Call 251 -6969.

NOW LEASING '98 - '99
large 2·bdnn. apts. free off-sir.
parking, laundry, micro., near
Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo.12-mo.
lease, $240/mo. 10-mo. leese. Call
Glen at 251-0)29, if no answer
leave message.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
call today to see an apt-eff, 3 & 4bdrm. avail.
253·1154
or
www.rent.neVads/select

MICHIGAN PLACE
1-bdrrn. spacious, French balconies.
1 bath. Quiet S.E. location. On bus
line. Heat pd., AfC, $405/mo.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

8284, or 251-9418.

SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.
WEST CAMPUS IJ
2·bdnn. apt., near Ha!enbE!ck, large
bath, heat included. $250/mo. Call
251-6969.
PHATPAD
double master full bath, util. ind.
Garden square apts. need
roorrvnate immed. male or female.
Call Shane 656·9570 for more info.
SHARE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
1 rm. avail. now. Heat pd., free
lauoory. 202-9598.

Thursd34'y, April 16, 1998
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BENTONWOOD APTS.
2-bdrrn. apts. near Hwy. 10 and 23.
Avial. 611 or 811. 12 mo. leases $380
• $400. 10 mo. leases $440 • $460.
Heat pd., on bus line, micro. il"ICI.
Dan 251-1925.
2 & 3-BDRM. APT.
summer and fall. Allan 253-3488, or
251-1010.

HALENBECK APTS.
now renting for summer and fall.
Two lull baJlilQOms, 4-bdrm. apts.
259-9434.
M & M SUITES "'~ru8
1-room efficiencies avail. now,
summer and fall. Util., cable
TV, included. 259-9434.
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 bit lrom campus on
6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in
each bdrm. 24D-0679, 250-0679.
NOW RENTING
for the 1998-99 school year. 251·
1814 or scsuhousing.com. Campus
Management.
AMENmES PLUS .
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdrrn., decks, heat pd. ,
ow, A/C, 1.s baths, Rwerside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
fo, women. Heat, ek!c. pd. Par1cing,
laun~ry (,lose, quiet 253-0451.
FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
APT.
heat pd., parking, laundry, OW,
intercom entry. Excel Mgmt. 251·
6005.
3-BDRM. APT.
360 5th Ave. S, 3 people $825/mo. 4
people $900/mo. Quality living, Dan
251-1925.
4-BDRM. APTS.
various fioor plans. Call 259-9283.

REMODELED 4-BDRM. HOUSE
$285, everything included, 2 blks.
lrom campus. 656-9781, ask for
Dave.

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4-bdrm. apt. OW, AfC. 240-0679, or
250-0679.

BEACHWOOD APTS.
avial. 611 or 8/1. 1•bdrm. apts. near
Coboms. 12 mo. leases $320 $350. 10 mo. leese $360 • $390.
Dan 251-1925.

CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
OPENINGS
n 4-bdrrn. apts. lor fall. lnciudes
heat, OW, m~ro., A/C, blioos. 575 •
7th St. s. 252-9226.

8-BDRM. HOUSE
avail. Aug. 1. 2 kitchens, 3
bathrooms, washer/dryer, free
par1cing. $215/person. Must have 8
people. Call Apartment Finders,
259-4040.
M & MAPTS.
now renting for· '98·'99 school year.
4-bdrrn. apts., all lreshly updated.
259-9434.
IVY APTS.
4·bdrm. apts., OW, micro., security
and basic cable included. Heat pd.
259-9673.
SMALL 1-BDRM. HOUSE
$450/mo., 12-mo. lease starting
June 1. Ulil., par1cing pd. 253-6606.
CONVENIENT HOUSES
ciose _to SC$U and dOWJ!\91'/Q,
locked, bdrms.. heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 2519418.
UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdrrns. close to SCSU aoo
downtown, heat pd., OW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.

UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5
.women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
3 & 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parking
and much more. 253- 1154, Select
Properties.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-lxfrrn. 1
block from campus, 253-1154,
Select Properties.
$$ 500/MO. $$
2-BDRM. DUPLEX CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
basement, off-street par1cing. 6548300 or 255-9262.
2 OR 3-BDRM. APT.
in a house. Private kitchen and
bathroom, non-smoking. 253-5340.
5-BDRM. HOUSE
to share. Free wash/dry and
par1cing. Call 1imothy, 255-0870.

MALE WANTED
to share 4·bdrm. apt. near campus.
Non-smoker. 259-9434.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
4-bdnn. apts. avail. now. OW, NC,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189-$210/mo., plus
par1cing. Call SM & M 253-1100.

Thursday, April 16, 1998
APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousjng.com.
Campus
Managernen\ 251-1814.
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. TY, telephone in each
bdrm., security, rJN, micro., h!;!at.
240-0679, 250-0679.
APTS., ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
many styles and klcations. One call
rents I all! 253-1154. Select Prop.
1- BDRM. APT.
subleaser,. needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, bn-tite laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.

Call 654-1854.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. fJN, micros., security. Heat
paid.253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdnn units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. rm,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154

Personals

SCHOLARSHIP!!
now accepting applications for three
$100 . Douglas Jirik Memorial
Schlarships presented by Delta
Sigma Pi. Pre-business Of business
majors. Applications in BB main
office.

MUST SEE!!
1985 Trans Am, well taken care of.
Asking $5,000 or BIO. Call 685- ~
3917. ask for Scott.
1994 YAMAHA FZR 600
50CIOM Looks great and runs great.
Jeremiah, 656-5284.
1985 KAWASAKI GPZ
550 motorcycle 15,000M. Great
condttion. can 253-3335, evenings.
65 GALLON AQUARIUM
includes stand, filter, gravel,
decorations and cleaning kit.
College graduate leaving area
June 1, must sell $300 or best
offer call 202-1630, please
leave message.

Notices
ATTENTION:
Jewish Student Assoc. Come meet
other Jewish Students. Pizza Party
& schmoozing. thurs. April 23. Meet
by couches in Atwood. 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Info. call Rona 654-5224 or Jill 2553634.

TEACH HOCKEY/ 50 SUMMER
.
JOBS:
private children's camps, NY, PA,
New England. 6120 • 8/20. Call
Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428

SUMMER CAMP STAFF
enjoy working and pla~ng outdoors
with children. Swimming, cafll)fires,
kayaks, climbing wall and water

2 p.m .• 4:15 p.m. $8.50. $10.50/l1r.
Call Spanier Bus 251-3313. We are
hiring all summer.

Minneapolis seeks 40 men and
women.
Certified
lifeguards,
program counselors, envir. ed.

OCEAN LOVERS
make great $ .working with
en-.ronmental~ oonscious company
making a difference. 253-0698.
_________
NANNIES! .
live-in postlIons with Prescreened
Nat1onw19e .ProfeSSJonal Farmhes.
Top .sal~1~.. B~ts: _ 1-y_r._
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.

rn~i:~~io-~;d~rtcl
start June 13. Must be 18 or older.
Training provided. Salary plus room
and board. Preference given to
college
students internships
weloome. Call for app. or interview,
612·474-8085.

f~~rH~~ 6~;ra~~~:~:~~A~6

Employment
EGG DONORS-NEEDED!!!

:~a:e

1996 KAWASAKI NINJA
only 600M. $3000 or _b/o. Call Scott
529-8280, leave message.

TRAVEL EUROPE & WOijK
teach basic conversational English
in Prague, Budapest & Krakow.
Competttive wages + beneftts. Ask
us how! (517) 336-0629 ext.
K56811.
.

us how! 517-324-3090 ext. C56813.

UVE~NPCA
"WELL-KEPT SECRETS 11,
personal care alt. wanted part-time
PLANNING COMMUNITY CARE
hours. Call Chad at 656-9233.
FOR.THE ELDERLY''
RESPONSIBLE, CARING
Thursday, April 16; 1998
8 a.m. -' 4 p.m.
.PERSON TO BABYSIT
St. Cloud Technical College Room
9-yr-old twins in our home this
1-244
summer. Reliable- transportation a
The conference is tor health and must. 656-9589, after 6 p.m.
geriatric professionals to enhance
skills in assisting older people to WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR MAID
SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
maintain their independence and
dignity through their life's transition. while raising moriey for your student
We will ~lore legal' and ethical organiiation. Earn up to $5 per Visa/
issues related to discharge planning MasterCard appication. The first 50
in advance directives along wtth ·groups to complete the fund-raiser
discussing community resources recewe FREE MOVIE PASSES! Call
for details. 1-800-932-0528 x 75.
avail. to seniors and their families.
Please register by calling the St
Cloud Technical Crnlege Center for
NAKED
Innovation
and
Economic . do you feel this way without $?
Development at 320 656-5039. The Loo~ng to fill top pa~ng part-time
registration deadline is April 9, 1998. and full-time positions in-sales and
This event is sponsored by the management. 253-0698.
Central MN Council on Aging, The
ARE YOU GOING HOME FOR
St. Cloud Technical Crnlege Center
THE SUMER AND WANT A JOB
for Innovation and Economic
IN PLACE FOR NEXT FALL?
Development, Central MAGEC and
consider becoming PIT school bus
Central SAIL

JESUS AND SATAN ARE
desperately wanted by infertile,
1
. p:~tNR.
od hopeful parents. All races needed.
~ray ~ Iott If h It C;n. )Our ~ Ages 21-30. Compensati~,500-·
~el~u~ Qrou~ eof ~~n who
call OPTIONS ( )' 886needed help, and not another group - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - of people who needed -help ·us1
'HEY ARE YOU GOING TO
because more people are p~~ing SUMMEfl SCHOOL AND NEED A
for one group than the other, then
WEEKEND JOB?*
- tt~--~ ~ ~ i n l u t ~ev1\. Any alleged sc1ent1f1C study staff to work Friday 5:30 p.m. •
· which finds th~t. prayer "w_orks-' Sunday 5:30 p.m. Camps are
proye~ tt13t god IS immoral, evil and located near Annandale, just 25
antI-bIbhcal. (Matt. 21:22) (John min. S.E. lo St. Cloud and Eden
14:14) Morality would entail Prairie. Work 2. 12 weekends this
considering merit alone. A person summer, and could continue next
could be sick, unconscious, no one school yearl Work with adults & kids
praying for them, yet deserve help. wtth disabilities. wm train. All majors
Dare to question religion. Atheism is can apply, both .guys and women
true.
welcome' 1-800-450-8376 EOE
friendl@spacestar.com

For Sale
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THE HOLIDAY INN, ST.CLOUD
will have varius positions avial. for
the summer. Please come in and fill
out a'n application and ask for
Carolyn. We offer great benefits for
working 20+ hrs/wk.!!! We are very
flexible, and will work with you!
Come check us out!!!

GET EXPERIENCE, MONEY,
TRAINING.
now hiring '98-'99 peer educators.
One yr. commitment. Some public
speaking. 5 hrs./Wk. ADAPT or
Health promotion. Call Health
Services: 255-4850.

HELP WANTED
men/women earn $375 weekly
processng/assembling Medical I.D.
cards at home. Immediate openings,
your local area. No experience
necessary, will train. Gall Medicard
·1-541-386-5290 Ext. 118M.

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
POSmONS AVAIL.
will train, flexible hours, competttive
wages. Call CMDA 255-9667.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO
DO THIS SUMMER? WANT TO BE
CLOSE TO ST. CLOUD OR IN
THECmES?
Friendship Ventures is hiring college
students. We will provide the training
if you provide the positive attitude
and energy! Earn a salary plus free
room & board! Many positions avail.
at Camp Friendship and Eden Wood
serving children & adults with
developmental disabilities. Inquiries
Wekome! EOE 1-800-450-8376.
1friendl@spacestar.com

$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part lime. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T- 3883 for llstings.
$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.
$1,500WEEKLY
potential ·mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 410 783-8275.
UVE~N SUMMER NANNY IN
TWIN cmES SUBURB
two great kids! Weekends off. Own
car necessary. Call rolect 612 5595040. •
BILINGUAL
earn great $ using it. Contact 253·
0698 to schedule interview. Serious
inquires only.

LIKE TO DRIVE?
like to get paid to drive? give us a
call at Executwe Express, 21 yrs.
min. DOT, CDL preferred, 253-2226.
ELK YOUTH CAMP
near Brainerd needs cabin
counselor, water-front people, craft
specialist,
naturalist.
fishing
specialist, music leader, nurse. June
10 to Aug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
507-373-6002.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
JOBS
·excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask

EARN UP TO $2,000
part time in jusl 4-8 wl<s. Memc,ink
needs 1 highly motivated individual
to direct its summer sales/marketing
project at St. Cloud. Contact Pete at
888-509-6313.
SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/YOU
CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball, l!eguards, w~. baseball,
gymnastics, sailing, ,etc. Arlene
Streisand, 1-800-443-6428.

~={e~lin~O C~f:ute~out~.
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Attention
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax.
reP.o's, your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
listings.
ENJOY THE PEACEFUL
ATMOSPHERE OF INNER PEACE
BOOKS
while browsing through tarot card~
unique jewlry, incense, music,
stones, crystals and greeting cards,
including the Secrets of Your Day of .·
Birth cards. Books on spiritual
growth, · psychic development,
reincarnation, astrology, dreams
and mq,re. Psychic readings. Six
blks. west of Crossroads in while
house just past -Burger Time.
Call 320-253-1817.
EUROPE -·SUMMER '98
.
$209 (each way plus taxes).
Caribbearv Mexico $229 r.t Call 1800-326-2009.
http: //www.aimitch.o,g
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain, Sutte 205, St Cloud.
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·

7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.
PERSONAL ALARM
helps protect friends, family or
youiself 'with an ear-splitting wail
activated by switch or pull pin. Uses
9-volt battery (not inciuded). Choose
red or gray. $18.95 each, or take
advantage of our roommates
special: two or more alarms only
$14.95 each. Check or money order
to Robert J. Roo
11925 7th st. N.E.
Dept. 1-SC
Mpls., MN 55434
In MN add 6.5% sales lait

a spiCy conversation made- of ide-as.
que-stions and curiosity about be-ing Catholic,
share-d informally ove-r tortilla chips

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:JO P.M .
SUNDAY: 9 A.M., 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATlON: 251-3261
OFFICE: 251-3_260

ARDe)CEllENCE

UNIVERSITY AW

in

LEADERSHIP

eongratulations to the 1998 awq.rd ;ecipients.
SeSU salutes your accomplishments.

Gary Cheeseman

Katie M. Boyce

Cathy Ganz

Sharon M. Feld

I

Christy Lyn

• Robert Hoekstra

Laura Frank

Monte S. Fronk

Andrea Kiehl

Rhianna Melissa

Hovanetz

Ta~ya Kraemer

Amy Lang

Shivaun M.
Robinson

Zarar Saleem

Koch

Marv_in L. Lyman

Andile Milton
Mbeki

Amy Nord

Ill
Sarjll Shrestha

HeatherUlrich

Nicole

VanDerGriff

I

Angela Ve.tsch

ST. CLOl.JD. STATE
UNl°VERSITY

Erin J.
Wachowiak

Dawn Wallerman

Richard ·We11s

